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Overview
Identiﬁcation
ID NUMBER
SPC_FSM_2010_PHC_v01_M

Overview
KIND OF DATA
Census/enumeration data [cen]

UNITS OF ANALYSIS
- Individuals
- Households
- States
- Urban/Rural

Producers and Sponsors
PRIMARY INVESTIGATOR(S)
Name

Aﬃliation

FSM Division of Statistics

Metadata Production
METADATA PRODUCED BY
Name

Abbreviation

Brihmer Johnson

FSM DoS

Aﬃliation

Role
Documentation of the Study

DATE OF METADATA PRODUCTION
2012-07-16
DDI DOCUMENT VERSION
Version 01 (July 2012). This is the original version
DDI DOCUMENT ID
DDI_SPC_FSM_2010_PHC_v01_M
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Sampling
Sampling Procedure
Not applicable as Census is full coverage

Deviations from Sample Design
Not applicable as Census is full coverage

Response Rate
Not applicable as Census is full coverage

Weighting
Not applicable as Census is full coverage
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Questionnaires
Overview
The Questionnaire format was basically structured after the 2000 Census questionnaire, however, there modiﬁcations made
to its content (question structure) in terms of question revision, deletion, and insetion.
These modiﬁcations were guided by contributions from the relevant departments/agencies (i.e., FSM Department of Health
and Social Aﬀairs, States' Department of Agriculture, etc)
There are three forms used in the collection of the 2010 Census data
Questionnaire: This is the main data collection form, with 11 pages. It has 3 main sections - Geographic ID section (page 1),
Housing and Household Questioons section (page 2), and the Persons Questions section (pages 3 to 10).
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Data Collection
Data Collection Dates
Start
2010-04-04

End
2010-04-18

Cycle
N/A

Data Collection Mode
Face-to-face [f2f]

Data Collection Notes
The data was collected by Enumerators and Crewleaders in each of the four states.
In Yap, two enumerator sessions were conducted, one for Yap Proper enumerators and another Outer Islands enumerators

Questionnaires
The Questionnaire format was basically structured after the 2000 Census questionnaire, however, there modiﬁcations made
to its content (question structure) in terms of question revision, deletion, and insetion.
These modiﬁcations were guided by contributions from the relevant departments/agencies (i.e., FSM Department of Health
and Social Aﬀairs, States' Department of Agriculture, etc)
There are three forms used in the collection of the 2010 Census data
Questionnaire: This is the main data collection form, with 11 pages. It has 3 main sections - Geographic ID section (page 1),
Housing and Household Questioons section (page 2), and the Persons Questions section (pages 3 to 10).
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Data Processing
No content available
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Data Appraisal
No content available
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File Description
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Variable List
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FSM_2010_PHC_Person
Content

The ﬂe contains data related to the Person Questions section of the questionnaire (individual household
member information). The information types collected from household members include: -

Cases

0

Variable(s)

138

Structure

Type:
Keys: ()

Version

OPTIONAL

Producer
Missing Data

* OPTIONAL * Missing data

Variables
ID

NAME

LABEL

TYPE

FORMAT QUESTION

V1

EDID

EDID

discrete numeric

V2

MAPSPOT

Map Spot

contin

numeric

V3

HOUSEHOLD_NO

Household
Number

contin

numeric

V4

P1

Person Number

contin

numeric

V5

P2

Relationship

discrete numeric

How is … related to the Householder?
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V6

P3

Sex

discrete numeric

What is …'s sex? P4a-b. What is …'s date of
birth and age? P5. P6a. P6b. What is …'s
legal residence? P7. What is …'s marital
status? P8. What is …'s religion? P9. Where
was … born? P10. Does … have diﬃculty in
(read out the types of activities listed below
and code as appropriate) because of a
health problem? P11. Where was …'s
residence 5 years ago? P12. Can … read,
write with understanding a simple sentence
in any language? P13. What language …
MAINLY speaks at home? P14. Is … now
attending formal educational institution?
P15b. What type of educational institution is
… attending? P16. What is the highest level
of education has … completed? P17a. Does
… use the internet P17b. How often does …
use the internet? P18. Has…ever been on
active-duty military service in the Armed
Forces of the USA? P19. Did … work at any
time LAST WEEK, either full-time or part-time
(for cash pay, payment in-kind, or home
production activities)? P20. During LAST
WEEK, did … have a job at which … did not
work? P21. What kind of work does …
usually do? P22. How are the goods
produced from home production activities
used? P23. How many hours did … work
LAST WEEK? P24. What industry does …
work in? P25. What is …'s occupation? P26.
For whom did … work? P27. Did … actively
look for work to earn money in the last 4
weeks? P28. Why was … not looking for
work? P29. Could … have taken a job if one
was oﬀered? P30a. Did … receive remittance
from outside FSM in the last 12 months?
P30aa. How much did … receive? P30b. How
is this money usually received? P30c. From
which country is MOST of this money coming
from? F1. Has … ever given birth to a live
child, even if the child later died? F2a. How
many children of each sex were born alive to
…? F2b. How many of these children, by sex,
are (read out options and enter information
in the categories below)? F3. What is the
date of birth of the last child born alive to
…? F4. What is the sex of the last child born
alive to …? F5. Is this child still alive?

V7

P4A

Date of birth

discrete character What is …'s date of birth?

V8

P4MM

Month of birth

discrete numeric

V9

P4DD

Day of birth

contin

numeric

V10

P4YY

Year of birth

contin

numeric

V11

P4B

Age

contin

numeric

V12

P5

Ethnic origin
(principal)

discrete numeric

What is …'s ethnic origin?

V13

P51

Ethnic1

discrete numeric

P4a-b. What is …'s date of birth and age? P5.
What is …'s ethnic origin? P6a. What is …'s
citizenship? P6b. What is …'s legal
residence? P7. What is …'s marital status?
P8. What is …'s religion? P9. Where was …
born? P10. Does … have diﬃculty in (read
out the types of activities listed below and
code as

How old is ...?
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V14

P52

Ethnic2

discrete numeric

P4a-b. What is …'s date of birth and age? P5.
What is …'s ethnic origin? P6a. What is …'s
citizenship? P6b. What is …'s legal
residence? P7. What is …'s marital status?
P8. What is …'s religion? P9. Where was …
born? P10. Does … have diﬃculty in (read
out the types of activities listed below and
code as

V15

P6A

Citizenship

discrete numeric

What is …'s citizenship?

V16

P6A3

Citizenship other discrete numeric

V17

P6B1

Legal Residence

discrete numeric

What is …'s legal residence?

V18

P6B2

Legal residence
village

contin

P4a-b. What is …'s date of birth and age? P5.
What is …'s ethnic origin? P6a. What is …'s
citizenship? P6b. What is …'s legal
residence? P7. What is …'s marital status?
P8. What is …'s religion? P9. Where was …
born? P10. Does … have diﬃculty in (read
out the types of activities listed below and
code as

V19

P7

Marital status

discrete numeric

What is …'s marital status?

V20

P8

Religion

discrete numeric

What is …'s religion?

V21

P9

Place of birth

discrete numeric

Where was … born?

V22

P10B1

Diﬃculty seeing
even w/glass

discrete numeric

Does … have diﬃculty in seeing, even with
glasses, because of a health problem?

V23

P10B2

Diﬃulty hearing
even w/earing
aid

discrete numeric

Does … have diﬃculty in seeing, even with
earing aid, because of a health problem?

V24

P10B3

Diﬃculty
walking,
climbing steps,
etc

discrete numeric

Does … have diﬃculty in walking, climbing
steps, or use of arms, because of a health
problem?

V25

P10B4

Diﬃculty
remembering or
concentrating

discrete numeric

Does … have diﬃculty in remembering or
concentrating because of a health problem?

V26

P10B5

Diﬃculty other

discrete numeric

Does … have other diﬃculties because of a
health problem?

V27

P11

Place 5 years
ago

discrete numeric

Where was …'s residence 5 years ago?

V28

P12

Can read, write
with
understanding a
simple sentence

discrete numeric

Can … read, write with understanding a
simple sentence in any language?

V29

P12E

Can read, write
with
understanding a
simple sentence
in English

discrete numeric

V30

P12OA

Language (nonEnglish) spoken
at home

discrete numeric

V31

P12OB

Lanugage2

discrete numeric

V32

P13

Language
mainly speak at
home

discrete numeric

numeric

What language … MAINLY speaks at home?
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V33

P14

Attending formal discrete numeric
education now

Is … now attending formal educational
institution?

V34

P15A

School Level
attending

discrete numeric

What level of educational is … attending?

V35

P15B

Educational
Institution

discrete numeric

What type of educational institution is …
attending?

V36

P16

Educational
attainment

discrete numeric

What is the highest level of education has …
completed?

V37

P17A

Does use
internet

discrete numeric

Does … use the internet

V38

P17B

How often

discrete numeric

How often does … use the internet?

V39

P18

Any active duty

discrete numeric

Has…ever been on active-duty military
service in the Armed Forces of the USA?

V40

P19

Work last week

discrete numeric

Did … work at any time LAST WEEK, either
full-time or part-time (for cash pay, payment
in-kind, or home production activities)?

V41

P20

Job, no work last
wk

discrete numeric

During LAST WEEK, did … have a job at
which … did not work?

V42

P21

Work usually do

discrete numeric

What kind of work does … usually do?
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V43

P22

Goods produced
from hp used

discrete numeric

P10. Does … have diﬃculty in (read out the
types of activities listed below and code as
appropriate) because of a health problem?
P11. Where was …'s residence 5 years ago?
P12. Can … read, write with understanding a
simple sentence in any language? P13. What
language … MAINLY speaks at home? P14. Is
… now attending formal educational
institution? P15b. What type of educational
institution is … attending? P16. What is the
highest level of education has … completed?
P17a. Does … use the internet P17b. How
often does … use the internet? P18.
Has…ever been on active-duty military
service in the Armed Forces of the USA? P19.
Did … work at any time LAST WEEK, either
full-time or part-time (for cash pay, payment
in-kind, or home production activities)? P20.
During LAST WEEK, did … have a job at
which … did not work? P21. What kind of
work does … usually do? P22. How are the
goods produced from home production
activities used? P23. How many hours did …
work LAST WEEK? P24. What industry does
… work in? P25. What is …'s occupation?
P26. For whom did … work? P27. Did …
actively look for work to earn money in the
last 4 weeks? P28. Why was … not looking
for work? P29. Could … have taken a job if
one was oﬀered? P30a. Did … receive
remittance from outside FSM in the last 12
months? P30aa. How much did … receive?
P30b. How is this money usually received?
P30c. From which country is MOST of this
money coming from? 14. The Women
Questions F1. Has … ever given birth to a
live child, even if the child later died? F2a.
How many children of each sex were born
alive to …? F2b. How many of these children,
by sex, are (read out options and enter
information in the categories below)? F3.
What is the date of birth of the last child
born alive to …? F4. What is the sex of the
last child born alive to …? F5. Is this child
still alive?
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V44

P231

Hrs at paid job

discrete numeric

P10. Does … have diﬃculty in (read out the
types of activities listed below and code as
appropriate) because of a health problem?
P11. Where was …'s residence 5 years ago?
P12. Can … read, write with understanding a
simple sentence in any language? P13. What
language … MAINLY speaks at home? P14. Is
… now attending formal educational
institution? P15b. What type of educational
institution is … attending? P16. What is the
highest level of education has … completed?
P17a. Does … use the internet P17b. How
often does … use the internet? P18.
Has…ever been on active-duty military
service in the Armed Forces of the USA? P19.
Did … work at any time LAST WEEK, either
full-time or part-time (for cash pay, payment
in-kind, or home production activities)? P20.
During LAST WEEK, did … have a job at
which … did not work? P21. What kind of
work does … usually do? P22. How are the
goods produced from home production
activities used? P23. How many hours did …
work LAST WEEK? P24. What industry does
… work in? P25. What is …'s occupation?
P26. For whom did … work? P27. Did …
actively look for work to earn money in the
last 4 weeks? P28. Why was … not looking
for work? P29. Could … have taken a job if
one was oﬀered? P30a. Did … receive
remittance from outside FSM in the last 12
months? P30aa. How much did … receive?
P30b. How is this money usually received?
P30c. From which country is MOST of this
money coming from? 14. The Women
Questions F1. Has … ever given birth to a
live child, even if the child later died? F2a.
How many children of each sex were born
alive to …? F2b. How many of these children,
by sex, are (read out options and enter
information in the categories below)? F3.
What is the date of birth of the last child
born alive to …? F4. What is the sex of the
last child born alive to …? F5. Is this child
still alive?
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V45

P232

Hrs at home
producton

discrete numeric

P10. Does … have diﬃculty in (read out the
types of activities listed below and code as
appropriate) because of a health problem?
P11. Where was …'s residence 5 years ago?
P12. Can … read, write with understanding a
simple sentence in any language? P13. What
language … MAINLY speaks at home? P14. Is
… now attending formal educational
institution? P15b. What type of educational
institution is … attending? P16. What is the
highest level of education has … completed?
P17a. Does … use the internet P17b. How
often does … use the internet? P18.
Has…ever been on active-duty military
service in the Armed Forces of the USA? P19.
Did … work at any time LAST WEEK, either
full-time or part-time (for cash pay, payment
in-kind, or home production activities)? P20.
During LAST WEEK, did … have a job at
which … did not work? P21. What kind of
work does … usually do? P22. How are the
goods produced from home production
activities used? P23. How many hours did …
work LAST WEEK? P24. What industry does
… work in? P25. What is …'s occupation?
P26. For whom did … work? P27. Did …
actively look for work to earn money in the
last 4 weeks? P28. Why was … not looking
for work? P29. Could … have taken a job if
one was oﬀered? P30a. Did … receive
remittance from outside FSM in the last 12
months? P30aa. How much did … receive?
P30b. How is this money usually received?
P30c. From which country is MOST of this
money coming from? 14. The Women
Questions F1. Has … ever given birth to a
live child, even if the child later died? F2a.
How many children of each sex were born
alive to …? F2b. How many of these children,
by sex, are (read out options and enter
information in the categories below)? F3.
What is the date of birth of the last child
born alive to …? F4. What is the sex of the
last child born alive to …? F5. Is this child
still alive?
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V46

P24

Industry

discrete numeric

P10. Does … have diﬃculty in (read out the
types of activities listed below and code as
appropriate) because of a health problem?
P11. Where was …'s residence 5 years ago?
P12. Can … read, write with understanding a
simple sentence in any language? P13. What
language … MAINLY speaks at home? P14. Is
… now attending formal educational
institution? P15b. What type of educational
institution is … attending? P16. What is the
highest level of education has … completed?
P17a. Does … use the internet P17b. How
often does … use the internet? P18.
Has…ever been on active-duty military
service in the Armed Forces of the USA? P19.
Did … work at any time LAST WEEK, either
full-time or part-time (for cash pay, payment
in-kind, or home production activities)? P20.
During LAST WEEK, did … have a job at
which … did not work? P21. What kind of
work does … usually do? P22. How are the
goods produced from home production
activities used? P23. How many hours did …
work LAST WEEK? P24. What industry does
… work in? P25. What is …'s occupation?
P26. For whom did … work? P27. Did …
actively look for work to earn money in the
last 4 weeks? P28. Why was … not looking
for work? P29. Could … have taken a job if
one was oﬀered? P30a. Did … receive
remittance from outside FSM in the last 12
months? P30aa. How much did … receive?
P30b. How is this money usually received?
P30c. From which country is MOST of this
money coming from? 14. The Women
Questions F1. Has … ever given birth to a
live child, even if the child later died? F2a.
How many children of each sex were born
alive to …? F2b. How many of these children,
by sex, are (read out options and enter
information in the categories below)? F3.
What is the date of birth of the last child
born alive to …? F4. What is the sex of the
last child born alive to …? F5. Is this child
still alive?
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V47

P25

Occupation

discrete numeric

P10. Does … have diﬃculty in (read out the
types of activities listed below and code as
appropriate) because of a health problem?
P11. Where was …'s residence 5 years ago?
P12. Can … read, write with understanding a
simple sentence in any language? P13. What
language … MAINLY speaks at home? P14. Is
… now attending formal educational
institution? P15b. What type of educational
institution is … attending? P16. What is the
highest level of education has … completed?
P17a. Does … use the internet P17b. How
often does … use the internet? P18.
Has…ever been on active-duty military
service in the Armed Forces of the USA? P19.
Did … work at any time LAST WEEK, either
full-time or part-time (for cash pay, payment
in-kind, or home production activities)? P20.
During LAST WEEK, did … have a job at
which … did not work? P21. What kind of
work does … usually do? P22. How are the
goods produced from home production
activities used? P23. How many hours did …
work LAST WEEK? P24. What industry does
… work in? P25. What is …'s occupation?
P26. For whom did … work? P27. Did …
actively look for work to earn money in the
last 4 weeks? P28. Why was … not looking
for work? P29. Could … have taken a job if
one was oﬀered? P30a. Did … receive
remittance from outside FSM in the last 12
months? P30aa. How much did … receive?
P30b. How is this money usually received?
P30c. From which country is MOST of this
money coming from? 14. The Women
Questions F1. Has … ever given birth to a
live child, even if the child later died? F2a.
How many children of each sex were born
alive to …? F2b. How many of these children,
by sex, are (read out options and enter
information in the categories below)? F3.
What is the date of birth of the last child
born alive to …? F4. What is the sex of the
last child born alive to …? F5. Is this child
still alive?
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V48

P26

Class of Worker

discrete numeric

P10. Does … have diﬃculty in (read out the
types of activities listed below and code as
appropriate) because of a health problem?
P11. Where was …'s residence 5 years ago?
P12. Can … read, write with understanding a
simple sentence in any language? P13. What
language … MAINLY speaks at home? P14. Is
… now attending formal educational
institution? P15b. What type of educational
institution is … attending? P16. What is the
highest level of education has … completed?
P17a. Does … use the internet P17b. How
often does … use the internet? P18.
Has…ever been on active-duty military
service in the Armed Forces of the USA? P19.
Did … work at any time LAST WEEK, either
full-time or part-time (for cash pay, payment
in-kind, or home production activities)? P20.
During LAST WEEK, did … have a job at
which … did not work? P21. What kind of
work does … usually do? P22. How are the
goods produced from home production
activities used? P23. How many hours did …
work LAST WEEK? P24. What industry does
… work in? P25. What is …'s occupation?
P26. For whom did … work? P27. Did …
actively look for work to earn money in the
last 4 weeks? P28. Why was … not looking
for work? P29. Could … have taken a job if
one was oﬀered? P30a. Did … receive
remittance from outside FSM in the last 12
months? P30aa. How much did … receive?
P30b. How is this money usually received?
P30c. From which country is MOST of this
money coming from? 14. The Women
Questions F1. Has … ever given birth to a
live child, even if the child later died? F2a.
How many children of each sex were born
alive to …? F2b. How many of these children,
by sex, are (read out options and enter
information in the categories below)? F3.
What is the date of birth of the last child
born alive to …? F4. What is the sex of the
last child born alive to …? F5. Is this child
still alive?
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V49

P27

Looking for work discrete numeric

P10. Does … have diﬃculty in (read out the
types of activities listed below and code as
appropriate) because of a health problem?
P11. Where was …'s residence 5 years ago?
P12. Can … read, write with understanding a
simple sentence in any language? P13. What
language … MAINLY speaks at home? P14. Is
… now attending formal educational
institution? P15b. What type of educational
institution is … attending? P16. What is the
highest level of education has … completed?
P17a. Does … use the internet P17b. How
often does … use the internet? P18.
Has…ever been on active-duty military
service in the Armed Forces of the USA? P19.
Did … work at any time LAST WEEK, either
full-time or part-time (for cash pay, payment
in-kind, or home production activities)? P20.
During LAST WEEK, did … have a job at
which … did not work? P21. What kind of
work does … usually do? P22. How are the
goods produced from home production
activities used? P23. How many hours did …
work LAST WEEK? P24. What industry does
… work in? P25. What is …'s occupation?
P26. For whom did … work? P27. Did …
actively look for work to earn money in the
last 4 weeks? P28. Why was … not looking
for work? P29. Could … have taken a job if
one was oﬀered? P30a. Did … receive
remittance from outside FSM in the last 12
months? P30aa. How much did … receive?
P30b. How is this money usually received?
P30c. From which country is MOST of this
money coming from? 14. The Women
Questions F1. Has … ever given birth to a
live child, even if the child later died? F2a.
How many children of each sex were born
alive to …? F2b. How many of these children,
by sex, are (read out options and enter
information in the categories below)? F3.
What is the date of birth of the last child
born alive to …? F4. What is the sex of the
last child born alive to …? F5. Is this child
still alive?
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V50

P28

Why not looking

discrete numeric

P10. Does … have diﬃculty in (read out the
types of activities listed below and code as
appropriate) because of a health problem?
P11. Where was …'s residence 5 years ago?
P12. Can … read, write with understanding a
simple sentence in any language? P13. What
language … MAINLY speaks at home? P14. Is
… now attending formal educational
institution? P15b. What type of educational
institution is … attending? P16. What is the
highest level of education has … completed?
P17a. Does … use the internet P17b. How
often does … use the internet? P18.
Has…ever been on active-duty military
service in the Armed Forces of the USA? P19.
Did … work at any time LAST WEEK, either
full-time or part-time (for cash pay, payment
in-kind, or home production activities)? P20.
During LAST WEEK, did … have a job at
which … did not work? P21. What kind of
work does … usually do? P22. How are the
goods produced from home production
activities used? P23. How many hours did …
work LAST WEEK? P24. What industry does
… work in? P25. What is …'s occupation?
P26. For whom did … work? P27. Did …
actively look for work to earn money in the
last 4 weeks? P28. Why was … not looking
for work? P29. Could … have taken a job if
one was oﬀered? P30a. Did … receive
remittance from outside FSM in the last 12
months? P30aa. How much did … receive?
P30b. How is this money usually received?
P30c. From which country is MOST of this
money coming from? 14. The Women
Questions F1. Has … ever given birth to a
live child, even if the child later died? F2a.
How many children of each sex were born
alive to …? F2b. How many of these children,
by sex, are (read out options and enter
information in the categories below)? F3.
What is the date of birth of the last child
born alive to …? F4. What is the sex of the
last child born alive to …? F5. Is this child
still alive?
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V51

P29

Take job if
oﬀered

discrete numeric

P10. Does … have diﬃculty in (read out the
types of activities listed below and code as
appropriate) because of a health problem?
P11. Where was …'s residence 5 years ago?
P12. Can … read, write with understanding a
simple sentence in any language? P13. What
language … MAINLY speaks at home? P14. Is
… now attending formal educational
institution? P15b. What type of educational
institution is … attending? P16. What is the
highest level of education has … completed?
P17a. Does … use the internet P17b. How
often does … use the internet? P18.
Has…ever been on active-duty military
service in the Armed Forces of the USA? P19.
Did … work at any time LAST WEEK, either
full-time or part-time (for cash pay, payment
in-kind, or home production activities)? P20.
During LAST WEEK, did … have a job at
which … did not work? P21. What kind of
work does … usually do? P22. How are the
goods produced from home production
activities used? P23. How many hours did …
work LAST WEEK? P24. What industry does
… work in? P25. What is …'s occupation?
P26. For whom did … work? P27. Did …
actively look for work to earn money in the
last 4 weeks? P28. Why was … not looking
for work? P29. Could … have taken a job if
one was oﬀered? P30a. Did … receive
remittance from outside FSM in the last 12
months? P30aa. How much did … receive?
P30b. How is this money usually received?
P30c. From which country is MOST of this
money coming from? 14. The Women
Questions F1. Has … ever given birth to a
live child, even if the child later died? F2a.
How many children of each sex were born
alive to …? F2b. How many of these children,
by sex, are (read out options and enter
information in the categories below)? F3.
What is the date of birth of the last child
born alive to …? F4. What is the sex of the
last child born alive to …? F5. Is this child
still alive?
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P30A

Remittance last
12 mos

discrete numeric

P10. Does … have diﬃculty in (read out the
types of activities listed below and code as
appropriate) because of a health problem?
P11. Where was …'s residence 5 years ago?
P12. Can … read, write with understanding a
simple sentence in any language? P13. What
language … MAINLY speaks at home? P14. Is
… now attending formal educational
institution? P15b. What type of educational
institution is … attending? P16. What is the
highest level of education has … completed?
P17a. Does … use the internet P17b. How
often does … use the internet? P18.
Has…ever been on active-duty military
service in the Armed Forces of the USA? P19.
Did … work at any time LAST WEEK, either
full-time or part-time (for cash pay, payment
in-kind, or home production activities)? P20.
During LAST WEEK, did … have a job at
which … did not work? P21. What kind of
work does … usually do? P22. How are the
goods produced from home production
activities used? P23. How many hours did …
work LAST WEEK? P24. What industry does
… work in? P25. What is …'s occupation?
P26. For whom did … work? P27. Did …
actively look for work to earn money in the
last 4 weeks? P28. Why was … not looking
for work? P29. Could … have taken a job if
one was oﬀered? P30a. Did … receive
remittance from outside FSM in the last 12
months? P30aa. How much did … receive?
P30b. How is this money usually received?
P30c. From which country is MOST of this
money coming from? 14. The Women
Questions F1. Has … ever given birth to a
live child, even if the child later died? F2a.
How many children of each sex were born
alive to …? F2b. How many of these children,
by sex, are (read out options and enter
information in the categories below)? F3.
What is the date of birth of the last child
born alive to …? F4. What is the sex of the
last child born alive to …? F5. Is this child
still alive?
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P30AA

Remittance amt

contin

numeric

P10. Does … have diﬃculty in (read out the
types of activities listed below and code as
appropriate) because of a health problem?
P11. Where was …'s residence 5 years ago?
P12. Can … read, write with understanding a
simple sentence in any language? P13. What
language … MAINLY speaks at home? P14. Is
… now attending formal educational
institution? P15b. What type of educational
institution is … attending? P16. What is the
highest level of education has … completed?
P17a. Does … use the internet P17b. How
often does … use the internet? P18.
Has…ever been on active-duty military
service in the Armed Forces of the USA? P19.
Did … work at any time LAST WEEK, either
full-time or part-time (for cash pay, payment
in-kind, or home production activities)? P20.
During LAST WEEK, did … have a job at
which … did not work? P21. What kind of
work does … usually do? P22. How are the
goods produced from home production
activities used? P23. How many hours did …
work LAST WEEK? P24. What industry does
… work in? P25. What is …'s occupation?
P26. For whom did … work? P27. Did …
actively look for work to earn money in the
last 4 weeks? P28. Why was … not looking
for work? P29. Could … have taken a job if
one was oﬀered? P30a. Did … receive
remittance from outside FSM in the last 12
months? P30aa. How much did … receive?
P30b. How is this money usually received?
P30c. From which country is MOST of this
money coming from? 14. The Women
Questions F1. Has … ever given birth to a
live child, even if the child later died? F2a.
How many children of each sex were born
alive to …? F2b. How many of these children,
by sex, are (read out options and enter
information in the categories below)? F3.
What is the date of birth of the last child
born alive to …? F4. What is the sex of the
last child born alive to …? F5. Is this child
still alive?
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P30B

Remittance
received

discrete numeric

P10. Does … have diﬃculty in (read out the
types of activities listed below and code as
appropriate) because of a health problem?
P11. Where was …'s residence 5 years ago?
P12. Can … read, write with understanding a
simple sentence in any language? P13. What
language … MAINLY speaks at home? P14. Is
… now attending formal educational
institution? P15b. What type of educational
institution is … attending? P16. What is the
highest level of education has … completed?
P17a. Does … use the internet P17b. How
often does … use the internet? P18.
Has…ever been on active-duty military
service in the Armed Forces of the USA? P19.
Did … work at any time LAST WEEK, either
full-time or part-time (for cash pay, payment
in-kind, or home production activities)? P20.
During LAST WEEK, did … have a job at
which … did not work? P21. What kind of
work does … usually do? P22. How are the
goods produced from home production
activities used? P23. How many hours did …
work LAST WEEK? P24. What industry does
… work in? P25. What is …'s occupation?
P26. For whom did … work? P27. Did …
actively look for work to earn money in the
last 4 weeks? P28. Why was … not looking
for work? P29. Could … have taken a job if
one was oﬀered? P30a. Did … receive
remittance from outside FSM in the last 12
months? P30aa. How much did … receive?
P30b. How is this money usually received?
P30c. From which country is MOST of this
money coming from? 14. The Women
Questions F1. Has … ever given birth to a
live child, even if the child later died? F2a.
How many children of each sex were born
alive to …? F2b. How many of these children,
by sex, are (read out options and enter
information in the categories below)? F3.
What is the date of birth of the last child
born alive to …? F4. What is the sex of the
last child born alive to …? F5. Is this child
still alive?
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P30C

Country money
sent from

discrete numeric

P10. Does … have diﬃculty in (read out the
types of activities listed below and code as
appropriate) because of a health problem?
P11. Where was …'s residence 5 years ago?
P12. Can … read, write with understanding a
simple sentence in any language? P13. What
language … MAINLY speaks at home? P14. Is
… now attending formal educational
institution? P15b. What type of educational
institution is … attending? P16. What is the
highest level of education has … completed?
P17a. Does … use the internet P17b. How
often does … use the internet? P18.
Has…ever been on active-duty military
service in the Armed Forces of the USA? P19.
Did … work at any time LAST WEEK, either
full-time or part-time (for cash pay, payment
in-kind, or home production activities)? P20.
During LAST WEEK, did … have a job at
which … did not work? P21. What kind of
work does … usually do? P22. How are the
goods produced from home production
activities used? P23. How many hours did …
work LAST WEEK? P24. What industry does
… work in? P25. What is …'s occupation?
P26. For whom did … work? P27. Did …
actively look for work to earn money in the
last 4 weeks? P28. Why was … not looking
for work? P29. Could … have taken a job if
one was oﬀered? P30a. Did … receive
remittance from outside FSM in the last 12
months? P30aa. How much did … receive?
P30b. How is this money usually received?
P30c. From which country is MOST of this
money coming from? 14. The Women
Questions F1. Has … ever given birth to a
live child, even if the child later died? F2a.
How many children of each sex were born
alive to …? F2b. How many of these children,
by sex, are (read out options and enter
information in the categories below)? F3.
What is the date of birth of the last child
born alive to …? F4. What is the sex of the
last child born alive to …? F5. Is this child
still alive?
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F1

Has ever given
birth to a live
child

discrete numeric

P10. Does … have diﬃculty in (read out the
types of activities listed below and code as
appropriate) because of a health problem?
P11. Where was …'s residence 5 years ago?
P12. Can … read, write with understanding a
simple sentence in any language? P13. What
language … MAINLY speaks at home? P14. Is
… now attending formal educational
institution? P15b. What type of educational
institution is … attending? P16. What is the
highest level of education has … completed?
P17a. Does … use the internet P17b. How
often does … use the internet? P18.
Has…ever been on active-duty military
service in the Armed Forces of the USA? P19.
Did … work at any time LAST WEEK, either
full-time or part-time (for cash pay, payment
in-kind, or home production activities)? P20.
During LAST WEEK, did … have a job at
which … did not work? P21. What kind of
work does … usually do? P22. How are the
goods produced from home production
activities used? P23. How many hours did …
work LAST WEEK? P24. What industry does
… work in? P25. What is …'s occupation?
P26. For whom did … work? P27. Did …
actively look for work to earn money in the
last 4 weeks? P28. Why was … not looking
for work? P29. Could … have taken a job if
one was oﬀered? P30a. Did … receive
remittance from outside FSM in the last 12
months? P30aa. How much did … receive?
P30b. How is this money usually received?
P30c. From which country is MOST of this
money coming from? 14. The Women
Questions F1. Has … ever given birth to a
live child, even if the child later died? F2a.
How many children of each sex were born
alive to …? F2b. How many of these children,
by sex, are (read out options and enter
information in the categories below)? F3.
What is the date of birth of the last child
born alive to …? F4. What is the sex of the
last child born alive to …? F5. Is this child
still alive?
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F2A

Number of
children ever
born

discrete numeric

P10. Does … have diﬃculty in (read out the
types of activities listed below and code as
appropriate) because of a health problem?
P11. Where was …'s residence 5 years ago?
P12. Can … read, write with understanding a
simple sentence in any language? P13. What
language … MAINLY speaks at home? P14. Is
… now attending formal educational
institution? P15b. What type of educational
institution is … attending? P16. What is the
highest level of education has … completed?
P17a. Does … use the internet P17b. How
often does … use the internet? P18.
Has…ever been on active-duty military
service in the Armed Forces of the USA? P19.
Did … work at any time LAST WEEK, either
full-time or part-time (for cash pay, payment
in-kind, or home production activities)? P20.
During LAST WEEK, did … have a job at
which … did not work? P21. What kind of
work does … usually do? P22. How are the
goods produced from home production
activities used? P23. How many hours did …
work LAST WEEK? P24. What industry does
… work in? P25. What is …'s occupation?
P26. For whom did … work? P27. Did …
actively look for work to earn money in the
last 4 weeks? P28. Why was … not looking
for work? P29. Could … have taken a job if
one was oﬀered? P30a. Did … receive
remittance from outside FSM in the last 12
months? P30aa. How much did … receive?
P30b. How is this money usually received?
P30c. From which country is MOST of this
money coming from? 14. The Women
Questions F1. Has … ever given birth to a
live child, even if the child later died? F2a.
How many children of each sex were born
alive to …? F2b. How many of these children,
by sex, are (read out options and enter
information in the categories below)? F3.
What is the date of birth of the last child
born alive to …? F4. What is the sex of the
last child born alive to …? F5. Is this child
still alive?
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F2AM

Males home

discrete numeric

P10. Does … have diﬃculty in (read out the
types of activities listed below and code as
appropriate) because of a health problem?
P11. Where was …'s residence 5 years ago?
P12. Can … read, write with understanding a
simple sentence in any language? P13. What
language … MAINLY speaks at home? P14. Is
… now attending formal educational
institution? P15b. What type of educational
institution is … attending? P16. What is the
highest level of education has … completed?
P17a. Does … use the internet P17b. How
often does … use the internet? P18.
Has…ever been on active-duty military
service in the Armed Forces of the USA? P19.
Did … work at any time LAST WEEK, either
full-time or part-time (for cash pay, payment
in-kind, or home production activities)? P20.
During LAST WEEK, did … have a job at
which … did not work? P21. What kind of
work does … usually do? P22. How are the
goods produced from home production
activities used? P23. How many hours did …
work LAST WEEK? P24. What industry does
… work in? P25. What is …'s occupation?
P26. For whom did … work? P27. Did …
actively look for work to earn money in the
last 4 weeks? P28. Why was … not looking
for work? P29. Could … have taken a job if
one was oﬀered? P30a. Did … receive
remittance from outside FSM in the last 12
months? P30aa. How much did … receive?
P30b. How is this money usually received?
P30c. From which country is MOST of this
money coming from? 14. The Women
Questions F1. Has … ever given birth to a
live child, even if the child later died? F2a.
How many children of each sex were born
alive to …? F2b. How many of these children,
by sex, are (read out options and enter
information in the categories below)? F3.
What is the date of birth of the last child
born alive to …? F4. What is the sex of the
last child born alive to …? F5. Is this child
still alive?
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F2AF

Females home

discrete numeric

P10. Does … have diﬃculty in (read out the
types of activities listed below and code as
appropriate) because of a health problem?
P11. Where was …'s residence 5 years ago?
P12. Can … read, write with understanding a
simple sentence in any language? P13. What
language … MAINLY speaks at home? P14. Is
… now attending formal educational
institution? P15b. What type of educational
institution is … attending? P16. What is the
highest level of education has … completed?
P17a. Does … use the internet P17b. How
often does … use the internet? P18.
Has…ever been on active-duty military
service in the Armed Forces of the USA? P19.
Did … work at any time LAST WEEK, either
full-time or part-time (for cash pay, payment
in-kind, or home production activities)? P20.
During LAST WEEK, did … have a job at
which … did not work? P21. What kind of
work does … usually do? P22. How are the
goods produced from home production
activities used? P23. How many hours did …
work LAST WEEK? P24. What industry does
… work in? P25. What is …'s occupation?
P26. For whom did … work? P27. Did …
actively look for work to earn money in the
last 4 weeks? P28. Why was … not looking
for work? P29. Could … have taken a job if
one was oﬀered? P30a. Did … receive
remittance from outside FSM in the last 12
months? P30aa. How much did … receive?
P30b. How is this money usually received?
P30c. From which country is MOST of this
money coming from? 14. The Women
Questions F1. Has … ever given birth to a
live child, even if the child later died? F2a.
How many children of each sex were born
alive to …? F2b. How many of these children,
by sex, are (read out options and enter
information in the categories below)? F3.
What is the date of birth of the last child
born alive to …? F4. What is the sex of the
last child born alive to …? F5. Is this child
still alive?
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F2BM

Males elsewhere discrete numeric
in FSM

P10. Does … have diﬃculty in (read out the
types of activities listed below and code as
appropriate) because of a health problem?
P11. Where was …'s residence 5 years ago?
P12. Can … read, write with understanding a
simple sentence in any language? P13. What
language … MAINLY speaks at home? P14. Is
… now attending formal educational
institution? P15b. What type of educational
institution is … attending? P16. What is the
highest level of education has … completed?
P17a. Does … use the internet P17b. How
often does … use the internet? P18.
Has…ever been on active-duty military
service in the Armed Forces of the USA? P19.
Did … work at any time LAST WEEK, either
full-time or part-time (for cash pay, payment
in-kind, or home production activities)? P20.
During LAST WEEK, did … have a job at
which … did not work? P21. What kind of
work does … usually do? P22. How are the
goods produced from home production
activities used? P23. How many hours did …
work LAST WEEK? P24. What industry does
… work in? P25. What is …'s occupation?
P26. For whom did … work? P27. Did …
actively look for work to earn money in the
last 4 weeks? P28. Why was … not looking
for work? P29. Could … have taken a job if
one was oﬀered? P30a. Did … receive
remittance from outside FSM in the last 12
months? P30aa. How much did … receive?
P30b. How is this money usually received?
P30c. From which country is MOST of this
money coming from? 14. The Women
Questions F1. Has … ever given birth to a
live child, even if the child later died? F2a.
How many children of each sex were born
alive to …? F2b. How many of these children,
by sex, are (read out options and enter
information in the categories below)? F3.
What is the date of birth of the last child
born alive to …? F4. What is the sex of the
last child born alive to …? F5. Is this child
still alive?
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F2BF

Females
elsewhere in
FSM

discrete numeric

P10. Does … have diﬃculty in (read out the
types of activities listed below and code as
appropriate) because of a health problem?
P11. Where was …'s residence 5 years ago?
P12. Can … read, write with understanding a
simple sentence in any language? P13. What
language … MAINLY speaks at home? P14. Is
… now attending formal educational
institution? P15b. What type of educational
institution is … attending? P16. What is the
highest level of education has … completed?
P17a. Does … use the internet P17b. How
often does … use the internet? P18.
Has…ever been on active-duty military
service in the Armed Forces of the USA? P19.
Did … work at any time LAST WEEK, either
full-time or part-time (for cash pay, payment
in-kind, or home production activities)? P20.
During LAST WEEK, did … have a job at
which … did not work? P21. What kind of
work does … usually do? P22. How are the
goods produced from home production
activities used? P23. How many hours did …
work LAST WEEK? P24. What industry does
… work in? P25. What is …'s occupation?
P26. For whom did … work? P27. Did …
actively look for work to earn money in the
last 4 weeks? P28. Why was … not looking
for work? P29. Could … have taken a job if
one was oﬀered? P30a. Did … receive
remittance from outside FSM in the last 12
months? P30aa. How much did … receive?
P30b. How is this money usually received?
P30c. From which country is MOST of this
money coming from? 14. The Women
Questions F1. Has … ever given birth to a
live child, even if the child later died? F2a.
How many children of each sex were born
alive to …? F2b. How many of these children,
by sex, are (read out options and enter
information in the categories below)? F3.
What is the date of birth of the last child
born alive to …? F4. What is the sex of the
last child born alive to …? F5. Is this child
still alive?
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F2CM

Males overseas

discrete numeric

P10. Does … have diﬃculty in (read out the
types of activities listed below and code as
appropriate) because of a health problem?
P11. Where was …'s residence 5 years ago?
P12. Can … read, write with understanding a
simple sentence in any language? P13. What
language … MAINLY speaks at home? P14. Is
… now attending formal educational
institution? P15b. What type of educational
institution is … attending? P16. What is the
highest level of education has … completed?
P17a. Does … use the internet P17b. How
often does … use the internet? P18.
Has…ever been on active-duty military
service in the Armed Forces of the USA? P19.
Did … work at any time LAST WEEK, either
full-time or part-time (for cash pay, payment
in-kind, or home production activities)? P20.
During LAST WEEK, did … have a job at
which … did not work? P21. What kind of
work does … usually do? P22. How are the
goods produced from home production
activities used? P23. How many hours did …
work LAST WEEK? P24. What industry does
… work in? P25. What is …'s occupation?
P26. For whom did … work? P27. Did …
actively look for work to earn money in the
last 4 weeks? P28. Why was … not looking
for work? P29. Could … have taken a job if
one was oﬀered? P30a. Did … receive
remittance from outside FSM in the last 12
months? P30aa. How much did … receive?
P30b. How is this money usually received?
P30c. From which country is MOST of this
money coming from? 14. The Women
Questions F1. Has … ever given birth to a
live child, even if the child later died? F2a.
How many children of each sex were born
alive to …? F2b. How many of these children,
by sex, are (read out options and enter
information in the categories below)? F3.
What is the date of birth of the last child
born alive to …? F4. What is the sex of the
last child born alive to …? F5. Is this child
still alive?
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F2CF

Females
overseas

discrete numeric

P10. Does … have diﬃculty in (read out the
types of activities listed below and code as
appropriate) because of a health problem?
P11. Where was …'s residence 5 years ago?
P12. Can … read, write with understanding a
simple sentence in any language? P13. What
language … MAINLY speaks at home? P14. Is
… now attending formal educational
institution? P15b. What type of educational
institution is … attending? P16. What is the
highest level of education has … completed?
P17a. Does … use the internet P17b. How
often does … use the internet? P18.
Has…ever been on active-duty military
service in the Armed Forces of the USA? P19.
Did … work at any time LAST WEEK, either
full-time or part-time (for cash pay, payment
in-kind, or home production activities)? P20.
During LAST WEEK, did … have a job at
which … did not work? P21. What kind of
work does … usually do? P22. How are the
goods produced from home production
activities used? P23. How many hours did …
work LAST WEEK? P24. What industry does
… work in? P25. What is …'s occupation?
P26. For whom did … work? P27. Did …
actively look for work to earn money in the
last 4 weeks? P28. Why was … not looking
for work? P29. Could … have taken a job if
one was oﬀered? P30a. Did … receive
remittance from outside FSM in the last 12
months? P30aa. How much did … receive?
P30b. How is this money usually received?
P30c. From which country is MOST of this
money coming from? 14. The Women
Questions F1. Has … ever given birth to a
live child, even if the child later died? F2a.
How many children of each sex were born
alive to …? F2b. How many of these children,
by sex, are (read out options and enter
information in the categories below)? F3.
What is the date of birth of the last child
born alive to …? F4. What is the sex of the
last child born alive to …? F5. Is this child
still alive?
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F2DM

Males died

discrete numeric

P10. Does … have diﬃculty in (read out the
types of activities listed below and code as
appropriate) because of a health problem?
P11. Where was …'s residence 5 years ago?
P12. Can … read, write with understanding a
simple sentence in any language? P13. What
language … MAINLY speaks at home? P14. Is
… now attending formal educational
institution? P15b. What type of educational
institution is … attending? P16. What is the
highest level of education has … completed?
P17a. Does … use the internet P17b. How
often does … use the internet? P18.
Has…ever been on active-duty military
service in the Armed Forces of the USA? P19.
Did … work at any time LAST WEEK, either
full-time or part-time (for cash pay, payment
in-kind, or home production activities)? P20.
During LAST WEEK, did … have a job at
which … did not work? P21. What kind of
work does … usually do? P22. How are the
goods produced from home production
activities used? P23. How many hours did …
work LAST WEEK? P24. What industry does
… work in? P25. What is …'s occupation?
P26. For whom did … work? P27. Did …
actively look for work to earn money in the
last 4 weeks? P28. Why was … not looking
for work? P29. Could … have taken a job if
one was oﬀered? P30a. Did … receive
remittance from outside FSM in the last 12
months? P30aa. How much did … receive?
P30b. How is this money usually received?
P30c. From which country is MOST of this
money coming from? 14. The Women
Questions F1. Has … ever given birth to a
live child, even if the child later died? F2a.
How many children of each sex were born
alive to …? F2b. How many of these children,
by sex, are (read out options and enter
information in the categories below)? F3.
What is the date of birth of the last child
born alive to …? F4. What is the sex of the
last child born alive to …? F5. Is this child
still alive?
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V65

F2DF

Females died

discrete numeric

P10. Does … have diﬃculty in (read out the
types of activities listed below and code as
appropriate) because of a health problem?
P11. Where was …'s residence 5 years ago?
P12. Can … read, write with understanding a
simple sentence in any language? P13. What
language … MAINLY speaks at home? P14. Is
… now attending formal educational
institution? P15b. What type of educational
institution is … attending? P16. What is the
highest level of education has … completed?
P17a. Does … use the internet P17b. How
often does … use the internet? P18.
Has…ever been on active-duty military
service in the Armed Forces of the USA? P19.
Did … work at any time LAST WEEK, either
full-time or part-time (for cash pay, payment
in-kind, or home production activities)? P20.
During LAST WEEK, did … have a job at
which … did not work? P21. What kind of
work does … usually do? P22. How are the
goods produced from home production
activities used? P23. How many hours did …
work LAST WEEK? P24. What industry does
… work in? P25. What is …'s occupation?
P26. For whom did … work? P27. Did …
actively look for work to earn money in the
last 4 weeks? P28. Why was … not looking
for work? P29. Could … have taken a job if
one was oﬀered? P30a. Did … receive
remittance from outside FSM in the last 12
months? P30aa. How much did … receive?
P30b. How is this money usually received?
P30c. From which country is MOST of this
money coming from? 14. The Women
Questions F1. Has … ever given birth to a
live child, even if the child later died? F2a.
How many children of each sex were born
alive to …? F2b. How many of these children,
by sex, are (read out options and enter
information in the categories below)? F3.
What is the date of birth of the last child
born alive to …? F4. What is the sex of the
last child born alive to …? F5. Is this child
still alive?
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V66

F2TM

Total males born discrete numeric

P10. Does … have diﬃculty in (read out the
types of activities listed below and code as
appropriate) because of a health problem?
P11. Where was …'s residence 5 years ago?
P12. Can … read, write with understanding a
simple sentence in any language? P13. What
language … MAINLY speaks at home? P14. Is
… now attending formal educational
institution? P15b. What type of educational
institution is … attending? P16. What is the
highest level of education has … completed?
P17a. Does … use the internet P17b. How
often does … use the internet? P18.
Has…ever been on active-duty military
service in the Armed Forces of the USA? P19.
Did … work at any time LAST WEEK, either
full-time or part-time (for cash pay, payment
in-kind, or home production activities)? P20.
During LAST WEEK, did … have a job at
which … did not work? P21. What kind of
work does … usually do? P22. How are the
goods produced from home production
activities used? P23. How many hours did …
work LAST WEEK? P24. What industry does
… work in? P25. What is …'s occupation?
P26. For whom did … work? P27. Did …
actively look for work to earn money in the
last 4 weeks? P28. Why was … not looking
for work? P29. Could … have taken a job if
one was oﬀered? P30a. Did … receive
remittance from outside FSM in the last 12
months? P30aa. How much did … receive?
P30b. How is this money usually received?
P30c. From which country is MOST of this
money coming from? 14. The Women
Questions F1. Has … ever given birth to a
live child, even if the child later died? F2a.
How many children of each sex were born
alive to …? F2b. How many of these children,
by sex, are (read out options and enter
information in the categories below)? F3.
What is the date of birth of the last child
born alive to …? F4. What is the sex of the
last child born alive to …? F5. Is this child
still alive?
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V67

F2TF

Total females
born

discrete numeric

P10. Does … have diﬃculty in (read out the
types of activities listed below and code as
appropriate) because of a health problem?
P11. Where was …'s residence 5 years ago?
P12. Can … read, write with understanding a
simple sentence in any language? P13. What
language … MAINLY speaks at home? P14. Is
… now attending formal educational
institution? P15b. What type of educational
institution is … attending? P16. What is the
highest level of education has … completed?
P17a. Does … use the internet P17b. How
often does … use the internet? P18.
Has…ever been on active-duty military
service in the Armed Forces of the USA? P19.
Did … work at any time LAST WEEK, either
full-time or part-time (for cash pay, payment
in-kind, or home production activities)? P20.
During LAST WEEK, did … have a job at
which … did not work? P21. What kind of
work does … usually do? P22. How are the
goods produced from home production
activities used? P23. How many hours did …
work LAST WEEK? P24. What industry does
… work in? P25. What is …'s occupation?
P26. For whom did … work? P27. Did …
actively look for work to earn money in the
last 4 weeks? P28. Why was … not looking
for work? P29. Could … have taken a job if
one was oﬀered? P30a. Did … receive
remittance from outside FSM in the last 12
months? P30aa. How much did … receive?
P30b. How is this money usually received?
P30c. From which country is MOST of this
money coming from? 14. The Women
Questions F1. Has … ever given birth to a
live child, even if the child later died? F2a.
How many children of each sex were born
alive to …? F2b. How many of these children,
by sex, are (read out options and enter
information in the categories below)? F3.
What is the date of birth of the last child
born alive to …? F4. What is the sex of the
last child born alive to …? F5. Is this child
still alive?
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V68

F3

LastChild DOB

contin

numeric

P10. Does … have diﬃculty in (read out the
types of activities listed below and code as
appropriate) because of a health problem?
P11. Where was …'s residence 5 years ago?
P12. Can … read, write with understanding a
simple sentence in any language? P13. What
language … MAINLY speaks at home? P14. Is
… now attending formal educational
institution? P15b. What type of educational
institution is … attending? P16. What is the
highest level of education has … completed?
P17a. Does … use the internet P17b. How
often does … use the internet? P18.
Has…ever been on active-duty military
service in the Armed Forces of the USA? P19.
Did … work at any time LAST WEEK, either
full-time or part-time (for cash pay, payment
in-kind, or home production activities)? P20.
During LAST WEEK, did … have a job at
which … did not work? P21. What kind of
work does … usually do? P22. How are the
goods produced from home production
activities used? P23. How many hours did …
work LAST WEEK? P24. What industry does
… work in? P25. What is …'s occupation?
P26. For whom did … work? P27. Did …
actively look for work to earn money in the
last 4 weeks? P28. Why was … not looking
for work? P29. Could … have taken a job if
one was oﬀered? P30a. Did … receive
remittance from outside FSM in the last 12
months? P30aa. How much did … receive?
P30b. How is this money usually received?
P30c. From which country is MOST of this
money coming from? 14. The Women
Questions F1. Has … ever given birth to a
live child, even if the child later died? F2a.
How many children of each sex were born
alive to …? F2b. How many of these children,
by sex, are (read out options and enter
information in the categories below)? F3.
What is the date of birth of the last child
born alive to …? F4. What is the sex of the
last child born alive to …? F5. Is this child
still alive?
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V69

F3MM

LCDOBMM

discrete numeric

P10. Does … have diﬃculty in (read out the
types of activities listed below and code as
appropriate) because of a health problem?
P11. Where was …'s residence 5 years ago?
P12. Can … read, write with understanding a
simple sentence in any language? P13. What
language … MAINLY speaks at home? P14. Is
… now attending formal educational
institution? P15b. What type of educational
institution is … attending? P16. What is the
highest level of education has … completed?
P17a. Does … use the internet P17b. How
often does … use the internet? P18.
Has…ever been on active-duty military
service in the Armed Forces of the USA? P19.
Did … work at any time LAST WEEK, either
full-time or part-time (for cash pay, payment
in-kind, or home production activities)? P20.
During LAST WEEK, did … have a job at
which … did not work? P21. What kind of
work does … usually do? P22. How are the
goods produced from home production
activities used? P23. How many hours did …
work LAST WEEK? P24. What industry does
… work in? P25. What is …'s occupation?
P26. For whom did … work? P27. Did …
actively look for work to earn money in the
last 4 weeks? P28. Why was … not looking
for work? P29. Could … have taken a job if
one was oﬀered? P30a. Did … receive
remittance from outside FSM in the last 12
months? P30aa. How much did … receive?
P30b. How is this money usually received?
P30c. From which country is MOST of this
money coming from? 14. The Women
Questions F1. Has … ever given birth to a
live child, even if the child later died? F2a.
How many children of each sex were born
alive to …? F2b. How many of these children,
by sex, are (read out options and enter
information in the categories below)? F3.
What is the date of birth of the last child
born alive to …? F4. What is the sex of the
last child born alive to …? F5. Is this child
still alive?
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V70

F3DD

LCDOBDD

contin

numeric

P10. Does … have diﬃculty in (read out the
types of activities listed below and code as
appropriate) because of a health problem?
P11. Where was …'s residence 5 years ago?
P12. Can … read, write with understanding a
simple sentence in any language? P13. What
language … MAINLY speaks at home? P14. Is
… now attending formal educational
institution? P15b. What type of educational
institution is … attending? P16. What is the
highest level of education has … completed?
P17a. Does … use the internet P17b. How
often does … use the internet? P18.
Has…ever been on active-duty military
service in the Armed Forces of the USA? P19.
Did … work at any time LAST WEEK, either
full-time or part-time (for cash pay, payment
in-kind, or home production activities)? P20.
During LAST WEEK, did … have a job at
which … did not work? P21. What kind of
work does … usually do? P22. How are the
goods produced from home production
activities used? P23. How many hours did …
work LAST WEEK? P24. What industry does
… work in? P25. What is …'s occupation?
P26. For whom did … work? P27. Did …
actively look for work to earn money in the
last 4 weeks? P28. Why was … not looking
for work? P29. Could … have taken a job if
one was oﬀered? P30a. Did … receive
remittance from outside FSM in the last 12
months? P30aa. How much did … receive?
P30b. How is this money usually received?
P30c. From which country is MOST of this
money coming from? 14. The Women
Questions F1. Has … ever given birth to a
live child, even if the child later died? F2a.
How many children of each sex were born
alive to …? F2b. How many of these children,
by sex, are (read out options and enter
information in the categories below)? F3.
What is the date of birth of the last child
born alive to …? F4. What is the sex of the
last child born alive to …? F5. Is this child
still alive?
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V71

F3YY

LCDOBYY

discrete numeric

P10. Does … have diﬃculty in (read out the
types of activities listed below and code as
appropriate) because of a health problem?
P11. Where was …'s residence 5 years ago?
P12. Can … read, write with understanding a
simple sentence in any language? P13. What
language … MAINLY speaks at home? P14. Is
… now attending formal educational
institution? P15b. What type of educational
institution is … attending? P16. What is the
highest level of education has … completed?
P17a. Does … use the internet P17b. How
often does … use the internet? P18.
Has…ever been on active-duty military
service in the Armed Forces of the USA? P19.
Did … work at any time LAST WEEK, either
full-time or part-time (for cash pay, payment
in-kind, or home production activities)? P20.
During LAST WEEK, did … have a job at
which … did not work? P21. What kind of
work does … usually do? P22. How are the
goods produced from home production
activities used? P23. How many hours did …
work LAST WEEK? P24. What industry does
… work in? P25. What is …'s occupation?
P26. For whom did … work? P27. Did …
actively look for work to earn money in the
last 4 weeks? P28. Why was … not looking
for work? P29. Could … have taken a job if
one was oﬀered? P30a. Did … receive
remittance from outside FSM in the last 12
months? P30aa. How much did … receive?
P30b. How is this money usually received?
P30c. From which country is MOST of this
money coming from? 14. The Women
Questions F1. Has … ever given birth to a
live child, even if the child later died? F2a.
How many children of each sex were born
alive to …? F2b. How many of these children,
by sex, are (read out options and enter
information in the categories below)? F3.
What is the date of birth of the last child
born alive to …? F4. What is the sex of the
last child born alive to …? F5. Is this child
still alive?
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V72

F4

Sex of LCBA

discrete numeric

P10. Does … have diﬃculty in (read out the
types of activities listed below and code as
appropriate) because of a health problem?
P11. Where was …'s residence 5 years ago?
P12. Can … read, write with understanding a
simple sentence in any language? P13. What
language … MAINLY speaks at home? P14. Is
… now attending formal educational
institution? P15b. What type of educational
institution is … attending? P16. What is the
highest level of education has … completed?
P17a. Does … use the internet P17b. How
often does … use the internet? P18.
Has…ever been on active-duty military
service in the Armed Forces of the USA? P19.
Did … work at any time LAST WEEK, either
full-time or part-time (for cash pay, payment
in-kind, or home production activities)? P20.
During LAST WEEK, did … have a job at
which … did not work? P21. What kind of
work does … usually do? P22. How are the
goods produced from home production
activities used? P23. How many hours did …
work LAST WEEK? P24. What industry does
… work in? P25. What is …'s occupation?
P26. For whom did … work? P27. Did …
actively look for work to earn money in the
last 4 weeks? P28. Why was … not looking
for work? P29. Could … have taken a job if
one was oﬀered? P30a. Did … receive
remittance from outside FSM in the last 12
months? P30aa. How much did … receive?
P30b. How is this money usually received?
P30c. From which country is MOST of this
money coming from? 14. The Women
Questions F1. Has … ever given birth to a
live child, even if the child later died? F2a.
How many children of each sex were born
alive to …? F2b. How many of these children,
by sex, are (read out options and enter
information in the categories below)? F3.
What is the date of birth of the last child
born alive to …? F4. What is the sex of the
last child born alive to …? F5. Is this child
still alive?
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V73

F5

LC still alive

discrete numeric

V74

FIRST_NAME

First Name

discrete character

V75

LAST_NAME

Last Name

discrete character

V76

TOTPRES

Total Present

discrete numeric

V77

TOTELSE

Total Elsewhere

discrete numeric

V78

TOTDEAD

Total Dead

discrete numeric

V79

CS

CS

discrete numeric

V80

MCS

MCS

discrete numeric

V81

FCS

FCS

discrete numeric

V82

PARENTSINHOUSE

Parentsinhouse

discrete numeric

V83

BM_EM

BM-EM

discrete numeric

V84

PM_EM

PM-EM

discrete numeric

V85

BM_PM

BM-PM

discrete numeric

V86

BM_PM_EM

BM-PM-EM

discrete numeric

V87

US_LABOR

US Labor

discrete numeric

P10. Does … have diﬃculty in (read out the
types of activities listed below and code as
appropriate) because of a health problem?
P11. Where was …'s residence 5 years ago?
P12. Can … read, write with understanding a
simple sentence in any language? P13. What
language … MAINLY speaks at home? P14. Is
… now attending formal educational
institution? P15b. What type of educational
institution is … attending? P16. What is the
highest level of education has … completed?
P17a. Does … use the internet P17b. How
often does … use the internet? P18.
Has…ever been on active-duty military
service in the Armed Forces of the USA? P19.
Did … work at any time LAST WEEK, either
full-time or part-time (for cash pay, payment
in-kind, or home production activities)? P20.
During LAST WEEK, did … have a job at
which … did not work? P21. What kind of
work does … usually do? P22. How are the
goods produced from home production
activities used? P23. How many hours did …
work LAST WEEK? P24. What industry does
… work in? P25. What is …'s occupation?
P26. For whom did … work? P27. Did …
actively look for work to earn money in the
last 4 weeks? P28. Why was … not looking
for work? P29. Could … have taken a job if
one was oﬀered? P30a. Did … receive
remittance from outside FSM in the last 12
months? P30aa. How much did … receive?
P30b. How is this money usually received?
P30c. From which country is MOST of this
money coming from? 14. The Women
Questions F1. Has … ever given birth to a
live child, even if the child later died? F2a.
How many children of each sex were born
alive to …? F2b. How many of these children,
by sex, are (read out options and enter
information in the categories below)? F3.
What is the date of birth of the last child
born alive to …? F4. What is the sex of the
last child born alive to …? F5. Is this child
still alive?
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V88

US_LABOR_OWN_CHILDREN

US Labor - Own
children

discrete numeric

V89

US_LABOR_HR_WORKED

US Labor - Hours discrete numeric
worked

V90

UN_LABOUR_DETAILED

UN Labour
Detailed

discrete numeric

V91

UN_LABOUR

UN Labour

discrete numeric

V92

MAJOR_OCC

Major
Occupation

discrete numeric

V93

MAJOR_IND

Major Industry

discrete numeric

V94

VERNACULAR

Ability to talk in
vernacular
languages

discrete numeric

V95

LITERACY

Literacy

discrete numeric

V96

LITERACY1

Literacy - Only 1
language

discrete numeric

V97

LITERACY2

Literacy English and 1
other language

discrete numeric

V98

LITERACY3

Literacy English and 2
other languages

discrete numeric

V99

LITERACY4

Literacy - 2
other languages
but not English

discrete numeric

V100 DIFF_RES

Diﬀerent
residence 5
years ago

discrete numeric

V101 CLH_M

Male children
living at home

discrete numeric

V102 CLE_M

Male children
living elsewhere
in FSM

discrete numeric

V103 CLA_M

Male children
living away

discrete numeric

V104 CD_M

Male children
died

discrete numeric

V105 CSA_M

Male children
still alive

discrete numeric

V106 CLH_F

Female children
living at home

discrete numeric

V107 CLE_F

Female children
living elsewhere
in FSM

discrete numeric

V108 CLA_F

Female children
living away

discrete numeric

V109 CD_F

Female children
died

discrete numeric

V110 CSA_F

Female children
still alive

discrete numeric

V111 CLH_T

Total children
living at home

discrete numeric
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V112 CLE_T

Total children
living elsewhere
in FSM

discrete numeric

V113 CLA_T

Total children
living away

discrete numeric

V114 CD_T

Total children
died

discrete numeric

V115 CSA_T

Total children
still alive

discrete numeric

V116 LCSEX

Sex of the last
child

discrete numeric

V117 LC12MONTH

Child born in the discrete numeric
Last 12 months

V118 MORT5

Last born child
ﬁve years and
younger still
alive

discrete numeric

V119 MORT_INFANT

Last born child
one year and
younger still
alive

discrete numeric

V120 MORT_NEO

Last born child
28 days or
younger still
alive

discrete numeric

V121 HHTYPE_RELATE

Household type
and relationship

discrete numeric

V122 PERSONS_UNDER_18_YEARS

Persons under
18 years

discrete numeric

V123 PERSONS_65_PLUS

Persons 65
years and older

discrete numeric

V124 FAMILIES_OWN_CHILDREN

Families: Own
children

discrete numeric

V125 MARRIED_OWN_CHILDREN

Married couples: discrete numeric
Own children

V126 FEMALEHH_OWN_CHILDREN

Female hhdler:
Own children

discrete numeric

V127 CHILDREN_EVER_BORN

Children ever
born

discrete numeric

V128 CHILDREN_STILL_ALIVE

Children still
alive

discrete numeric

V129 CHILDREN_BORN_LAST_YEAR Children born
last year

discrete numeric

V130 CITIZENSHIP

Citizenship

discrete numeric

V131 SINGLE_ETHNICITY

Single Ethnicity

discrete numeric

V132 MULTIPLE_ETHNICITY

Multiple
Ethnicity

discrete numeric

V133 LANGUAGE_AT_HOME

Language
mainly spoken
at home

discrete numeric

V134 SCHOOL_ENROLLMENT

School
enrollment and
type of school

discrete numeric
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V135 EDUCATIONAL_ATTAINMENT

Educational
Attainment

discrete numeric

V136 INTERNET_USE

Internet use

discrete numeric

V137 MILD_DIFFICULTIES

Number of mild
disabilities

discrete numeric

V138 SEVERE_DISABILITIES

Number of
severe
disabilities

discrete numeric
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FSM_2010_PHC_House
Content

The ﬂe contains data related to the Housing and Household Questions section of the questionnaire
(individual household member information). The information types collected from household members
include: -

Cases

0

Variable(s)

116

Structure

Type:
Keys: ()

Version
Producer
Missing Data

Variables
ID

NAME

LABEL

TYPE

FORMAT QUESTION

V139 EDID

EDID

discrete numeric

V140 MAPSPOT

MSpot

contin

numeric

V141 HOUSEHOLD_NO

HH No

contin

numeric

V142 H1

H1-Living Quarter Type

discrete numeric

V143 H2

H2-Walls

discrete numeric

V144 H3

H3-Roof

discrete numeric

V145 H4

H4-Floor

discrete numeric

V146 H5

H5-Rooms

contin

V147 H6

H6-Year house built

discrete numeric

V148 H7

H7-Drinking water source

discrete numeric

V149 H8

H8-Washing water source

discrete numeric

V150 H9

H9-Bathtub or shower connected to piped water

discrete numeric

V151 H10

H10. Main Toilet facility

discrete numeric

V152 H11

H11. Sewage Disposal

discrete numeric

V153 H12

H12. Source of lighting

discrete numeric

V154 H13

H13. Cooking facility

discrete numeric

V155 H1401

H14.1 Radio, number of

contin

numeric

V156 H1402

H14.2 Car, number of

contin

numeric

V157 H1403

H14.3 Bus/truck, number of

contin

numeric

V158 H1404

H14.4 Motorbike, number of

contin

numeric

V159 H1405

H14.5 Boat w/engine, number of

contin

numeric

V160 H1406

H14.6 Canoe/boat-no engine, number of

contin

numeric

V161 H1407

H14.7 Air-conditioner, number of

contin

numeric

V162 H1408

H14.8 Generator, number of

contin

numeric

V163 H1409

H14.9 Fridge/freezer, number of

contin

numeric

V164 H1410

H14.10 Sink, number

contin

numeric

V165 H1411

H14.11 VCR/DVD player, number of

contin

numeric

numeric
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V166 H1412

H14.12 TV (no cable), number of

contin

numeric

V167 H1413

H14.13 TV (w/cable), number of

contin

numeric

V168 H1414

H14.14 Telephone, number of

contin

numeric

V169 H1415

H14.15 Cell phone, number of

contin

numeric

V170 H1416

H14.16 Computer, number of

contin

numeric

V171 H1417

H14.17 Internet connection, number of

contin

numeric

V172 H15

H15. Housing Tenure

discrete numeric

V173 H16

H16. Land tenure

discrete numeric

V174 H17A1

H17A.1 Sakau - if grown by Hh

discrete numeric

V175 H17A2

H17A.2 Coconut - if grown by Hh

discrete numeric

V176 H17A3

H17A.3 Banana - if grown by Hh

discrete numeric

V177 H17A4

H17A.4 Citrus - if grown by Hh

discrete numeric

V178 H17A5

H17A.5 Breadfruit - if grown by Hh

discrete numeric

V179 H17A6

H17A.6 Taro - if grown by Hh

discrete numeric

V180 H17A7

H17A.7 Yam - if grown by Hh

discrete numeric

V181 H17A8

H17A.8 Bettlenut - if grown by Hh

discrete numeric

V182 H17A9

H17A.9 Vegetable - if grown by Hh

discrete numeric

V183 H17B1

H17B.1Sakau2 - how used by Hh

discrete numeric

V184 H17B2

H17B.2 Coconut2 - how used by Hh

discrete numeric

V185 H17B3

H17B.3 Banana2 - how used by Hh

discrete numeric

V186 H17B4

H17B.4 Citrus2 - how used by Hh

discrete numeric

V187 H17B5

H17B.5 Breadfruit2 - how used by Hh

discrete numeric

V188 H17B6

H17B.6 Taro2 - how used by Hh

discrete numeric

V189 H17B7

H17B.7 Yam2 - how used by Hh

discrete numeric

V190 H17B8

H17B.8 Bettlenut2 - how used by Hh

discrete numeric

V191 H17B9

H17B.9 Vegetable2 - how used by Hh

discrete numeric

V192 H18A1

H18A.1 Pigs - if Hh have

discrete numeric

V193 H18A2

H18A.2 Chicken - if Hh have

discrete numeric

V194 H18A3

H18A.3 Goats - if Hh have

discrete numeric

V195 H18A4

H18A.4 Dogs - if Hh have

discrete numeric

V196 H18B1

H18B.1 Pigs2 - if Hh have

discrete numeric

V197 H18B2

H18B.2 Chicken2 - if Hh have

discrete numeric

V198 H18B3

H18B.3 Goat2

discrete numeric

V199 H18B4

H18B.4 Dogs2

discrete numeric

V200 H19A1

H19A.1 Tuna

discrete numeric

V201 H19A2

H19A.2 Reef ﬁsh

discrete numeric

V202 H19A3

H19A.3 Sea cucumber

discrete numeric

V203 H19A4

H19A.4 Trochus

discrete numeric

V204 H19A5

H19A.5 Lobster

discrete numeric

V205 H19A6

H19A.6 Crab

discrete numeric

V206 H19A7

H19A.7 Clam

discrete numeric
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V207 H19B1

H19B.1 Tuna2

discrete numeric

V208 H19B2

H19B.2 Reef ﬁsh2

discrete numeric

V209 H19B3

H19B.3 Sea cucumber2

discrete numeric

V210 H19B4

H19B.4 Trochus2

discrete numeric

V211 H19B5

H19B.5 Lobster2

discrete numeric

V212 H19B6

H19B.6 Crab2

discrete numeric

V213 H19B7

H19B.7 Clam2

discrete numeric

V214 H20A

H20A. People in hhld using Tobacco

discrete numeric

V215 H20B1

H20B1. Smoke Only

discrete numeric

V216 H20B2

H20B2. Chew Only

discrete numeric

V217 H20B3

H20B3. Both

discrete numeric

V218 H21A

H21A. DeathLast12mo

discrete numeric

V219 H21B1SEX1

H21B1. DeathSex

discrete numeric

V220 H21B2AGE1

H21B2. DeathAge

discrete numeric

V221 H21B3MM1

H21B3. DeathMM

discrete numeric

V222 H21B4DD1

H21B4. DeathDD

discrete numeric

V223 H21B5DYY1

H21B5. DeathYY

discrete numeric

V224 H21B1SEX2

H21B1. DeathSex

discrete numeric

V225 H21B2AGE2

H21B2. DeathAge

discrete numeric

V226 H21B3MM2

H21B3. DeathMM

discrete numeric

V227 H21B4DD2

H21B4. DeathDD

discrete numeric

V228 H21B5DYY2

H21B5. DeathYY

discrete numeric

V229 H21B1SEX3

H21B1. DeathSex

discrete numeric

V230 H21B2AGE3

H21B2. DeathAge

discrete numeric

V231 H21B3MM3

H21B3. DeathMM

discrete numeric

V232 H21B4DD3

H21B4. DeathDD

discrete numeric

V233 H21B5DYY3

H21B5. DeathYY

discrete numeric

V234 H22A

H22A. Immediate family abroad

discrete numeric

V235 H22B1

H22B1. Immediate family in US Mainland

discrete numeric

V236 H22B2

H22B2. Immediate family in Hawaii

discrete numeric

V237 H22B3

H22B3. Immediate family in Guam

discrete numeric

V238 H22B4

H22B4. Immediate family in CNMI

discrete numeric

V239 H22B5

H22B5. Immediate family in Palau

discrete numeric

V240 H22B6

H22B6. Immediate family in Marshall Is

discrete numeric

V241 H22B7

H22B7. Immediate family in Other Paciﬁc Is

discrete numeric

V242 H22B8

H22B8. Immediate family in Asian countries

discrete numeric

V243 H22B9

H22B9. Immediate family in Other Country

discrete numeric

V244 H22C

H22C. Other Relatives Abroad

discrete numeric

V245 FAMILY_TYPE

Family type

discrete numeric

V246 HOUSEHOLD_TYPE

Household type

discrete numeric

V247 OWN_CHILDREN_UNDER_18 Own children under 18

discrete numeric
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V248 OWN_CHILDREN_UNDER_6

Own children under 6

discrete numeric

V249 SAFE_WATER

Access to safe drinking water

discrete numeric

V250 EMP_FAMILIES

Employed workers in families

discrete numeric

V251 UNEMP_FAMILIES

Unemployed workers in families

discrete numeric

V252 NILF_FAMILIES

Families with persons not in the labor force

discrete numeric

V253 HOUSEHOLD_REMIT

Household with remittances

contin

numeric

V254 FAMILIES_REMIT

Families with remittances

contin

numeric
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FSM_2010_PHC_Nonresponse
Content

The ﬂe contains data related to the Person Questions section of the questionnaire (individual household
member information). The information types collected from household members include: -

Cases

0

Variable(s)

7

Structure

Type:
Keys: ()

Version
Producer
Missing Data

Variables
ID

NAME

LABEL

TYPE

FORMAT

V255

EDID

EDID

discrete

numeric

V256

MAPSPOT

Map Spot

contin

numeric

V257

HOUSEHOLD_NO

Household No

contin

numeric

V258

NR2

2. Non Response Type

discrete

numeric

V259

NR3

3. Form Type

discrete

numeric

V260

NR4B_V

4b. For Vacant Houses

discrete

numeric

V261

NR4B_R

4b. For Refusals

discrete

numeric

QUESTION
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FSM_2010_PHC_Cover
Content

The ﬂe contains data relating to the Gerographical Identiﬁcations ed to the Person Questions section of
the questionnaire (individual household member information). The information types collected from
household members include: -

Cases

0

Variable(s)

11

Structure

Type:
Keys: ()

Version
Producer
Missing Data

Variables
ID

NAME

LABEL

TYPE

FORMAT

V262

EDID

Geographic Identiﬁcation

discrete

numeric

V263

MAPSPOT

Map Spot

contin

numeric

V264

HOUSEHOLD_NO

Household No

contin

numeric

V265

STICKER_NO

Sticker No

discrete

numeric

V266

VILLAGE

Village

contin

numeric

V267

MALES

Males

discrete

numeric

V268

FEMALES

Females

discrete

numeric

V269

TOTAL_POP

Total Population

discrete

numeric

V270

SPECIAL_PLACE

Type of Special Place

discrete

numeric

V271

VILLAGE_DETAIL

Village Detail

discrete

numeric

V272

RESPONSE_TYPE

Response Type

discrete

numeric

QUESTION
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EDID (EDID)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_Person
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 6
Decimals: 0
Range: 101001-404030

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Description
This is the Enumeration District or the assignment are for the enumerator.

Map Spot (MAPSPOT)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_Person
Overview
Type: Continuous
Format: numeric
Width: 3
Decimals: 0
Range: 1-839

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Description
thi is the mapspot

Household Number (HOUSEHOLD_NO)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_Person
Overview
Type: Continuous
Format: numeric
Width: 3
Decimals: 0
Range: 1-839

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Description
this is the household number

Person Number (P1)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_Person
Overview
Type: Continuous
Format: numeric
Width: 2
Decimals: 0
Range: 1-78

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Pre question
Copy from roster on page 1
Interviewer instructions
- Copy from roster on page 1
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Relationship (P2)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_Person
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 2
Decimals: 0
Range: 1-88
Invalid: 99

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Literal question
How is … related to the Householder?

Sex (P3)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_Person
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 1
Decimals: 0
Range: 1-2

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Literal question
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What is …'s sex?
P4a-b. What is …'s date of birth and age?
P5.
P6a.
P6b. What is …'s legal residence?
P7. What is …'s marital status?
P8. What is …'s religion?
P9. Where was … born?
P10. Does … have diﬃculty in (read out the types of activities listed below and code as appropriate) because of a health
problem?
P11. Where was …'s residence 5 years ago?
P12. Can … read, write with understanding a simple sentence in any language?
P13. What language … MAINLY speaks at home?
P14. Is … now attending formal educational institution?
P15b. What type of educational institution is … attending?
P16. What is the highest level of education has … completed?
P17a. Does … use the internet
P17b. How often does … use the internet?
P18. Has…ever been on active-duty military service in the Armed Forces of the USA?
P19. Did … work at any time LAST WEEK, either full-time or part-time (for cash pay, payment in-kind, or home production
activities)?
P20. During LAST WEEK, did … have a job at which … did not work?
P21. What kind of work does … usually do?
P22. How are the goods produced from home production activities used?
P23. How many hours did … work LAST WEEK?
P24. What industry does … work in?
P25. What is …'s occupation?
P26. For whom did … work?
P27. Did … actively look for work to earn money in the last 4 weeks?
P28. Why was … not looking for work?
P29. Could … have taken a job if one was oﬀered?
P30a. Did … receive remittance from outside FSM in the last 12 months?
P30aa. How much did … receive?
P30b. How is this money usually received?
P30c. From which country is MOST of this money coming from?
F1. Has … ever given birth to a live child, even if the child later died?
F2a. How many children of each sex were born alive to …?
F2b. How many of these children, by sex, are (read out options and enter information in the categories below)?
F3. What is the date of birth of the last child born alive to …?
F4. What is the sex of the last child born alive to …?
F5. Is this child still alive?

Date of birth (P4A)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_Person
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: character
Width: 8

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Literal question
What is …'s date of birth?

Month of birth (P4MM)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_Person
Overview
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Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 2
Decimals: 0
Range: 1-12
Invalid: 99

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Day of birth (P4DD)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_Person
Overview
Type: Continuous
Format: numeric
Width: 2
Decimals: 0
Range: 1-31
Invalid: 99

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Year of birth (P4YY)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_Person
Overview
Type: Continuous
Format: numeric
Width: 4
Decimals: 0
Range: 1910-2010

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Age (P4B)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_Person
Overview
Type: Continuous
Format: numeric
Width: 3
Decimals: 0
Range: 0-100

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Literal question
How old is ...?

Ethnic origin (principal) (P5)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_Person
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 4
Decimals: 0
Range: 0-9873
Invalid: 9999

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Literal question
What is …'s ethnic origin?
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Ethnic1 (P51)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_Person
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 2
Decimals: 0
Range: 10-98
Invalid: 99

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Literal question
P4a-b. What is …'s date of birth and age?
P5. What is …'s ethnic origin?
P6a. What is …'s citizenship?
P6b. What is …'s legal residence?
P7. What is …'s marital status?
P8. What is …'s religion?
P9. Where was … born?
P10. Does … have diﬃculty in (read out the types of activities listed below and code as

Ethnic2 (P52)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_Person
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 2
Decimals: 0
Range: 0-98
Invalid: 99

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Literal question
P4a-b. What is …'s date of birth and age?
P5. What is …'s ethnic origin?
P6a. What is …'s citizenship?
P6b. What is …'s legal residence?
P7. What is …'s marital status?
P8. What is …'s religion?
P9. Where was … born?
P10. Does … have diﬃculty in (read out the types of activities listed below and code as

Citizenship (P6A)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_Person
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 1
Decimals: 0
Range: 1-9

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Literal question
What is …'s citizenship?

Citizenship other (P6A3)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_Person
Overview
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Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 3
Decimals: 0
Range: 301-999

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Legal Residence (P6B1)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_Person
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 3
Decimals: 0
Range: 100-404
Invalid: 999

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Literal question
What is …'s legal residence?
Post question
If answer is 3.Other country, specify country -- Go to P7

Legal residence village (P6B2)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_Person
Overview
Type: Continuous
Format: numeric
Width: 2
Decimals: 0
Range: 1-45
Invalid: 99

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Literal question
P4a-b. What is …'s date of birth and age?
P5. What is …'s ethnic origin?
P6a. What is …'s citizenship?
P6b. What is …'s legal residence?
P7. What is …'s marital status?
P8. What is …'s religion?
P9. Where was … born?
P10. Does … have diﬃculty in (read out the types of activities listed below and code as

Marital status (P7)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_Person
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 1
Decimals: 0
Range: 1-5

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Literal question
What is …'s marital status?
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Religion (P8)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_Person
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 2
Decimals: 0
Range: 1-19
Invalid: 99

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Literal question
What is …'s religion?

Place of birth (P9)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_Person
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 3
Decimals: 0
Range: 100-598
Invalid: 999

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Literal question
Where was … born?

Diﬃculty seeing even w/glass (P10B1)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_Person
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 1
Decimals: 0
Range: 0-3

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Literal question
Does … have diﬃculty in seeing, even with glasses, because of a health problem?
Interviewer instructions
Read out the types listed below and code as appropriate
Code: 0=No diﬃculty, 1=Some diﬃculty, 2=A lot of diﬃculty, 3=Cannot do at all

Diﬃulty hearing even w/earing aid (P10B2)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_Person
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 1
Decimals: 0
Range: 0-3
Invalid: 9

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Literal question
Does … have diﬃculty in seeing, even with earing aid, because of a health problem?
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Interviewer instructions
Read out the types listed below and code as appropriate
Code: 0=No diﬃculty, 1=Some diﬃculty, 2=A lot of diﬃculty, 3=Cannot do at all

Diﬃculty walking, climbing steps, etc (P10B3)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_Person
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 1
Decimals: 0
Range: 0-3
Invalid: 9

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Literal question
Does … have diﬃculty in walking, climbing steps, or use of arms, because of a health problem?
Interviewer instructions
Read out the types listed below and code as appropriate
Code: 0=No diﬃculty, 1=Some diﬃculty, 2=A lot of diﬃculty, 3=Cannot do at all

Diﬃculty remembering or concentrating (P10B4)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_Person
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 1
Decimals: 0
Range: 0-3
Invalid: 9

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Literal question
Does … have diﬃculty in remembering or concentrating because of a health problem?
Interviewer instructions
Read out the types listed below and code as appropriate
Code: 0=No diﬃculty, 1=Some diﬃculty, 2=A lot of diﬃculty, 3=Cannot do at all

Diﬃculty other (P10B5)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_Person
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 1
Decimals: 0
Range: 0-3
Invalid: 9

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Literal question
Does … have other diﬃculties because of a health problem?
Post question
Specify the "other" diﬃculty reported
Interviewer instructions
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Read out the types listed below and code as appropriate
Code: 0=No diﬃculty, 1=Some diﬃculty, 2=A lot of diﬃculty, 3=Cannot do at all

Place 5 years ago (P11)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_Person
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 3
Decimals: 0
Range: 100-598
Invalid: 999

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Pre question
If age<3 years, Go To Next Person
If age =3 or 4 years, Go To P13
Literal question
Where was …'s residence 5 years ago?

Can read, write with understanding a simple sentence (P12)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_Person
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 1
Decimals: 0
Range: 1-2
Invalid: 9

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Literal question
Can … read, write with understanding a simple sentence in any language?
Post question
If "Yes", ASK - In what language?
Interviewer instructions
If answer is No, Go To P13.

Can read, write with understanding a simple sentence in English
(P12E)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_Person
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 1
Decimals: 0
Range: 1-2
Invalid: 9

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Language (non-English) spoken at home (P12OA)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_Person
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Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 2
Decimals: 0
Range: 0-98
Invalid: 99

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Lanugage2 (P12OB)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_Person
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 2
Decimals: 0
Range: 0-98
Invalid: 99

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Language mainly speak at home (P13)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_Person
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 2
Decimals: 0
Range: 10-98
Invalid: 99

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Literal question
What language … MAINLY speaks at home?

Attending formal education now (P14)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_Person
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 1
Decimals: 0
Range: 1-4
Invalid: 9

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Literal question
Is … now attending formal educational institution?

School Level attending (P15A)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_Person
Overview
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Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 2
Decimals: 0
Range: 1-30
Invalid: 99

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Literal question
What level of educational is … attending?

Educational Institution (P15B)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_Person
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 1
Decimals: 0
Range: 1-3
Invalid: 9

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Literal question
What type of educational institution is … attending?

Educational attainment (P16)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_Person
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 2
Decimals: 0
Range: 1-30
Invalid: 99

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Literal question
What is the highest level of education has … completed?

Does use internet (P17A)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_Person
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 1
Decimals: 0
Range: 1-2
Invalid: 9

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Literal question
Does … use the internet

How often (P17B)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_Person
Overview
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Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 1
Decimals: 0
Range: 1-6
Invalid: 9

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Literal question
How often does … use the internet?

Any active duty (P18)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_Person
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 1
Decimals: 0
Range: 1-3
Invalid: 9

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Literal question
Has…ever been on active-duty military service in the Armed Forces of the USA?

Work last week (P19)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_Person
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 1
Decimals: 0
Range: 1-4
Invalid: 9

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Literal question
Did … work at any time LAST WEEK, either full-time or part-time (for cash pay, payment in-kind, or home production
activities)?

Job, no work last wk (P20)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_Person
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 1
Decimals: 0
Range: 1-2
Invalid: 9

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Literal question
During LAST WEEK, did … have a job at which … did not work?

Work usually do (P21)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_Person
Overview
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Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 1
Decimals: 0
Range: 1-3
Invalid: 9

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Literal question
What kind of work does … usually do?

Goods produced from hp used (P22)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_Person
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 1
Decimals: 0
Range: 1-3

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Literal question
P10. Does … have diﬃculty in (read out the types of activities listed below and code as appropriate) because of a health
problem?
P11. Where was …'s residence 5 years ago?
P12. Can … read, write with understanding a simple sentence in any language?
P13. What language … MAINLY speaks at home?
P14. Is … now attending formal educational institution?
P15b. What type of educational institution is … attending?
P16. What is the highest level of education has … completed?
P17a. Does … use the internet
P17b. How often does … use the internet?
P18. Has…ever been on active-duty military service in the Armed Forces of the USA?
P19. Did … work at any time LAST WEEK, either full-time or part-time (for cash pay, payment in-kind, or home production
activities)?
P20. During LAST WEEK, did … have a job at which … did not work?
P21. What kind of work does … usually do?
P22. How are the goods produced from home production activities used?
P23. How many hours did … work LAST WEEK?
P24. What industry does … work in?
P25. What is …'s occupation?
P26. For whom did … work?
P27. Did … actively look for work to earn money in the last 4 weeks?
P28. Why was … not looking for work?
P29. Could … have taken a job if one was oﬀered?
P30a. Did … receive remittance from outside FSM in the last 12 months?
P30aa. How much did … receive?
P30b. How is this money usually received?
P30c. From which country is MOST of this money coming from?
14. The Women Questions
F1. Has … ever given birth to a live child, even if the child later died?
F2a. How many children of each sex were born alive to …?
F2b. How many of these children, by sex, are (read out options and enter information in the categories below)?
F3. What is the date of birth of the last child born alive to …?
F4. What is the sex of the last child born alive to …?
F5. Is this child still alive?

Hrs at paid job (P231)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_Person
Overview
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Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 2
Decimals: 0
Range: 0-80
Invalid: 99

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Literal question
P10. Does … have diﬃculty in (read out the types of activities listed below and code as appropriate) because of a health
problem?
P11. Where was …'s residence 5 years ago?
P12. Can … read, write with understanding a simple sentence in any language?
P13. What language … MAINLY speaks at home?
P14. Is … now attending formal educational institution?
P15b. What type of educational institution is … attending?
P16. What is the highest level of education has … completed?
P17a. Does … use the internet
P17b. How often does … use the internet?
P18. Has…ever been on active-duty military service in the Armed Forces of the USA?
P19. Did … work at any time LAST WEEK, either full-time or part-time (for cash pay, payment in-kind, or home production
activities)?
P20. During LAST WEEK, did … have a job at which … did not work?
P21. What kind of work does … usually do?
P22. How are the goods produced from home production activities used?
P23. How many hours did … work LAST WEEK?
P24. What industry does … work in?
P25. What is …'s occupation?
P26. For whom did … work?
P27. Did … actively look for work to earn money in the last 4 weeks?
P28. Why was … not looking for work?
P29. Could … have taken a job if one was oﬀered?
P30a. Did … receive remittance from outside FSM in the last 12 months?
P30aa. How much did … receive?
P30b. How is this money usually received?
P30c. From which country is MOST of this money coming from?
14. The Women Questions
F1. Has … ever given birth to a live child, even if the child later died?
F2a. How many children of each sex were born alive to …?
F2b. How many of these children, by sex, are (read out options and enter information in the categories below)?
F3. What is the date of birth of the last child born alive to …?
F4. What is the sex of the last child born alive to …?
F5. Is this child still alive?

Hrs at home producton (P232)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_Person
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 2
Decimals: 0
Range: 0-99

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Literal question
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P10. Does … have diﬃculty in (read out the types of activities listed below and code as appropriate) because of a health
problem?
P11. Where was …'s residence 5 years ago?
P12. Can … read, write with understanding a simple sentence in any language?
P13. What language … MAINLY speaks at home?
P14. Is … now attending formal educational institution?
P15b. What type of educational institution is … attending?
P16. What is the highest level of education has … completed?
P17a. Does … use the internet
P17b. How often does … use the internet?
P18. Has…ever been on active-duty military service in the Armed Forces of the USA?
P19. Did … work at any time LAST WEEK, either full-time or part-time (for cash pay, payment in-kind, or home production
activities)?
P20. During LAST WEEK, did … have a job at which … did not work?
P21. What kind of work does … usually do?
P22. How are the goods produced from home production activities used?
P23. How many hours did … work LAST WEEK?
P24. What industry does … work in?
P25. What is …'s occupation?
P26. For whom did … work?
P27. Did … actively look for work to earn money in the last 4 weeks?
P28. Why was … not looking for work?
P29. Could … have taken a job if one was oﬀered?
P30a. Did … receive remittance from outside FSM in the last 12 months?
P30aa. How much did … receive?
P30b. How is this money usually received?
P30c. From which country is MOST of this money coming from?
14. The Women Questions
F1. Has … ever given birth to a live child, even if the child later died?
F2a. How many children of each sex were born alive to …?
F2b. How many of these children, by sex, are (read out options and enter information in the categories below)?
F3. What is the date of birth of the last child born alive to …?
F4. What is the sex of the last child born alive to …?
F5. Is this child still alive?

Industry (P24)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_Person
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 3
Decimals: 0
Range: 11-990
Invalid: 999

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Literal question
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P10. Does … have diﬃculty in (read out the types of activities listed below and code as appropriate) because of a health
problem?
P11. Where was …'s residence 5 years ago?
P12. Can … read, write with understanding a simple sentence in any language?
P13. What language … MAINLY speaks at home?
P14. Is … now attending formal educational institution?
P15b. What type of educational institution is … attending?
P16. What is the highest level of education has … completed?
P17a. Does … use the internet
P17b. How often does … use the internet?
P18. Has…ever been on active-duty military service in the Armed Forces of the USA?
P19. Did … work at any time LAST WEEK, either full-time or part-time (for cash pay, payment in-kind, or home production
activities)?
P20. During LAST WEEK, did … have a job at which … did not work?
P21. What kind of work does … usually do?
P22. How are the goods produced from home production activities used?
P23. How many hours did … work LAST WEEK?
P24. What industry does … work in?
P25. What is …'s occupation?
P26. For whom did … work?
P27. Did … actively look for work to earn money in the last 4 weeks?
P28. Why was … not looking for work?
P29. Could … have taken a job if one was oﬀered?
P30a. Did … receive remittance from outside FSM in the last 12 months?
P30aa. How much did … receive?
P30b. How is this money usually received?
P30c. From which country is MOST of this money coming from?
14. The Women Questions
F1. Has … ever given birth to a live child, even if the child later died?
F2a. How many children of each sex were born alive to …?
F2b. How many of these children, by sex, are (read out options and enter information in the categories below)?
F3. What is the date of birth of the last child born alive to …?
F4. What is the sex of the last child born alive to …?
F5. Is this child still alive?

Occupation (P25)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_Person
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 3
Decimals: 0
Range: 11-962
Invalid: 999

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Literal question
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P10. Does … have diﬃculty in (read out the types of activities listed below and code as appropriate) because of a health
problem?
P11. Where was …'s residence 5 years ago?
P12. Can … read, write with understanding a simple sentence in any language?
P13. What language … MAINLY speaks at home?
P14. Is … now attending formal educational institution?
P15b. What type of educational institution is … attending?
P16. What is the highest level of education has … completed?
P17a. Does … use the internet
P17b. How often does … use the internet?
P18. Has…ever been on active-duty military service in the Armed Forces of the USA?
P19. Did … work at any time LAST WEEK, either full-time or part-time (for cash pay, payment in-kind, or home production
activities)?
P20. During LAST WEEK, did … have a job at which … did not work?
P21. What kind of work does … usually do?
P22. How are the goods produced from home production activities used?
P23. How many hours did … work LAST WEEK?
P24. What industry does … work in?
P25. What is …'s occupation?
P26. For whom did … work?
P27. Did … actively look for work to earn money in the last 4 weeks?
P28. Why was … not looking for work?
P29. Could … have taken a job if one was oﬀered?
P30a. Did … receive remittance from outside FSM in the last 12 months?
P30aa. How much did … receive?
P30b. How is this money usually received?
P30c. From which country is MOST of this money coming from?
14. The Women Questions
F1. Has … ever given birth to a live child, even if the child later died?
F2a. How many children of each sex were born alive to …?
F2b. How many of these children, by sex, are (read out options and enter information in the categories below)?
F3. What is the date of birth of the last child born alive to …?
F4. What is the sex of the last child born alive to …?
F5. Is this child still alive?

Class of Worker (P26)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_Person
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 2
Decimals: 0
Range: 1-10

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Literal question
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P10. Does … have diﬃculty in (read out the types of activities listed below and code as appropriate) because of a health
problem?
P11. Where was …'s residence 5 years ago?
P12. Can … read, write with understanding a simple sentence in any language?
P13. What language … MAINLY speaks at home?
P14. Is … now attending formal educational institution?
P15b. What type of educational institution is … attending?
P16. What is the highest level of education has … completed?
P17a. Does … use the internet
P17b. How often does … use the internet?
P18. Has…ever been on active-duty military service in the Armed Forces of the USA?
P19. Did … work at any time LAST WEEK, either full-time or part-time (for cash pay, payment in-kind, or home production
activities)?
P20. During LAST WEEK, did … have a job at which … did not work?
P21. What kind of work does … usually do?
P22. How are the goods produced from home production activities used?
P23. How many hours did … work LAST WEEK?
P24. What industry does … work in?
P25. What is …'s occupation?
P26. For whom did … work?
P27. Did … actively look for work to earn money in the last 4 weeks?
P28. Why was … not looking for work?
P29. Could … have taken a job if one was oﬀered?
P30a. Did … receive remittance from outside FSM in the last 12 months?
P30aa. How much did … receive?
P30b. How is this money usually received?
P30c. From which country is MOST of this money coming from?
14. The Women Questions
F1. Has … ever given birth to a live child, even if the child later died?
F2a. How many children of each sex were born alive to …?
F2b. How many of these children, by sex, are (read out options and enter information in the categories below)?
F3. What is the date of birth of the last child born alive to …?
F4. What is the sex of the last child born alive to …?
F5. Is this child still alive?

Looking for work (P27)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_Person
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 1
Decimals: 0
Range: 1-9

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Literal question
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P10. Does … have diﬃculty in (read out the types of activities listed below and code as appropriate) because of a health
problem?
P11. Where was …'s residence 5 years ago?
P12. Can … read, write with understanding a simple sentence in any language?
P13. What language … MAINLY speaks at home?
P14. Is … now attending formal educational institution?
P15b. What type of educational institution is … attending?
P16. What is the highest level of education has … completed?
P17a. Does … use the internet
P17b. How often does … use the internet?
P18. Has…ever been on active-duty military service in the Armed Forces of the USA?
P19. Did … work at any time LAST WEEK, either full-time or part-time (for cash pay, payment in-kind, or home production
activities)?
P20. During LAST WEEK, did … have a job at which … did not work?
P21. What kind of work does … usually do?
P22. How are the goods produced from home production activities used?
P23. How many hours did … work LAST WEEK?
P24. What industry does … work in?
P25. What is …'s occupation?
P26. For whom did … work?
P27. Did … actively look for work to earn money in the last 4 weeks?
P28. Why was … not looking for work?
P29. Could … have taken a job if one was oﬀered?
P30a. Did … receive remittance from outside FSM in the last 12 months?
P30aa. How much did … receive?
P30b. How is this money usually received?
P30c. From which country is MOST of this money coming from?
14. The Women Questions
F1. Has … ever given birth to a live child, even if the child later died?
F2a. How many children of each sex were born alive to …?
F2b. How many of these children, by sex, are (read out options and enter information in the categories below)?
F3. What is the date of birth of the last child born alive to …?
F4. What is the sex of the last child born alive to …?
F5. Is this child still alive?

Why not looking (P28)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_Person
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 1
Decimals: 0
Range: 1-9

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Literal question
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P10. Does … have diﬃculty in (read out the types of activities listed below and code as appropriate) because of a health
problem?
P11. Where was …'s residence 5 years ago?
P12. Can … read, write with understanding a simple sentence in any language?
P13. What language … MAINLY speaks at home?
P14. Is … now attending formal educational institution?
P15b. What type of educational institution is … attending?
P16. What is the highest level of education has … completed?
P17a. Does … use the internet
P17b. How often does … use the internet?
P18. Has…ever been on active-duty military service in the Armed Forces of the USA?
P19. Did … work at any time LAST WEEK, either full-time or part-time (for cash pay, payment in-kind, or home production
activities)?
P20. During LAST WEEK, did … have a job at which … did not work?
P21. What kind of work does … usually do?
P22. How are the goods produced from home production activities used?
P23. How many hours did … work LAST WEEK?
P24. What industry does … work in?
P25. What is …'s occupation?
P26. For whom did … work?
P27. Did … actively look for work to earn money in the last 4 weeks?
P28. Why was … not looking for work?
P29. Could … have taken a job if one was oﬀered?
P30a. Did … receive remittance from outside FSM in the last 12 months?
P30aa. How much did … receive?
P30b. How is this money usually received?
P30c. From which country is MOST of this money coming from?
14. The Women Questions
F1. Has … ever given birth to a live child, even if the child later died?
F2a. How many children of each sex were born alive to …?
F2b. How many of these children, by sex, are (read out options and enter information in the categories below)?
F3. What is the date of birth of the last child born alive to …?
F4. What is the sex of the last child born alive to …?
F5. Is this child still alive?

Take job if oﬀered (P29)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_Person
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 1
Decimals: 0
Range: 1-9

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Literal question
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P10. Does … have diﬃculty in (read out the types of activities listed below and code as appropriate) because of a health
problem?
P11. Where was …'s residence 5 years ago?
P12. Can … read, write with understanding a simple sentence in any language?
P13. What language … MAINLY speaks at home?
P14. Is … now attending formal educational institution?
P15b. What type of educational institution is … attending?
P16. What is the highest level of education has … completed?
P17a. Does … use the internet
P17b. How often does … use the internet?
P18. Has…ever been on active-duty military service in the Armed Forces of the USA?
P19. Did … work at any time LAST WEEK, either full-time or part-time (for cash pay, payment in-kind, or home production
activities)?
P20. During LAST WEEK, did … have a job at which … did not work?
P21. What kind of work does … usually do?
P22. How are the goods produced from home production activities used?
P23. How many hours did … work LAST WEEK?
P24. What industry does … work in?
P25. What is …'s occupation?
P26. For whom did … work?
P27. Did … actively look for work to earn money in the last 4 weeks?
P28. Why was … not looking for work?
P29. Could … have taken a job if one was oﬀered?
P30a. Did … receive remittance from outside FSM in the last 12 months?
P30aa. How much did … receive?
P30b. How is this money usually received?
P30c. From which country is MOST of this money coming from?
14. The Women Questions
F1. Has … ever given birth to a live child, even if the child later died?
F2a. How many children of each sex were born alive to …?
F2b. How many of these children, by sex, are (read out options and enter information in the categories below)?
F3. What is the date of birth of the last child born alive to …?
F4. What is the sex of the last child born alive to …?
F5. Is this child still alive?

Remittance last 12 mos (P30A)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_Person
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 1
Decimals: 0
Range: 1-9

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Literal question
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P10. Does … have diﬃculty in (read out the types of activities listed below and code as appropriate) because of a health
problem?
P11. Where was …'s residence 5 years ago?
P12. Can … read, write with understanding a simple sentence in any language?
P13. What language … MAINLY speaks at home?
P14. Is … now attending formal educational institution?
P15b. What type of educational institution is … attending?
P16. What is the highest level of education has … completed?
P17a. Does … use the internet
P17b. How often does … use the internet?
P18. Has…ever been on active-duty military service in the Armed Forces of the USA?
P19. Did … work at any time LAST WEEK, either full-time or part-time (for cash pay, payment in-kind, or home production
activities)?
P20. During LAST WEEK, did … have a job at which … did not work?
P21. What kind of work does … usually do?
P22. How are the goods produced from home production activities used?
P23. How many hours did … work LAST WEEK?
P24. What industry does … work in?
P25. What is …'s occupation?
P26. For whom did … work?
P27. Did … actively look for work to earn money in the last 4 weeks?
P28. Why was … not looking for work?
P29. Could … have taken a job if one was oﬀered?
P30a. Did … receive remittance from outside FSM in the last 12 months?
P30aa. How much did … receive?
P30b. How is this money usually received?
P30c. From which country is MOST of this money coming from?
14. The Women Questions
F1. Has … ever given birth to a live child, even if the child later died?
F2a. How many children of each sex were born alive to …?
F2b. How many of these children, by sex, are (read out options and enter information in the categories below)?
F3. What is the date of birth of the last child born alive to …?
F4. What is the sex of the last child born alive to …?
F5. Is this child still alive?

Remittance amt (P30AA)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_Person
Overview
Type: Continuous
Format: numeric
Width: 5
Decimals: 0
Range: 10-75000

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Literal question
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P10. Does … have diﬃculty in (read out the types of activities listed below and code as appropriate) because of a health
problem?
P11. Where was …'s residence 5 years ago?
P12. Can … read, write with understanding a simple sentence in any language?
P13. What language … MAINLY speaks at home?
P14. Is … now attending formal educational institution?
P15b. What type of educational institution is … attending?
P16. What is the highest level of education has … completed?
P17a. Does … use the internet
P17b. How often does … use the internet?
P18. Has…ever been on active-duty military service in the Armed Forces of the USA?
P19. Did … work at any time LAST WEEK, either full-time or part-time (for cash pay, payment in-kind, or home production
activities)?
P20. During LAST WEEK, did … have a job at which … did not work?
P21. What kind of work does … usually do?
P22. How are the goods produced from home production activities used?
P23. How many hours did … work LAST WEEK?
P24. What industry does … work in?
P25. What is …'s occupation?
P26. For whom did … work?
P27. Did … actively look for work to earn money in the last 4 weeks?
P28. Why was … not looking for work?
P29. Could … have taken a job if one was oﬀered?
P30a. Did … receive remittance from outside FSM in the last 12 months?
P30aa. How much did … receive?
P30b. How is this money usually received?
P30c. From which country is MOST of this money coming from?
14. The Women Questions
F1. Has … ever given birth to a live child, even if the child later died?
F2a. How many children of each sex were born alive to …?
F2b. How many of these children, by sex, are (read out options and enter information in the categories below)?
F3. What is the date of birth of the last child born alive to …?
F4. What is the sex of the last child born alive to …?
F5. Is this child still alive?

Remittance received (P30B)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_Person
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 1
Decimals: 0
Range: 1-5
Invalid: 9

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Literal question
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P10. Does … have diﬃculty in (read out the types of activities listed below and code as appropriate) because of a health
problem?
P11. Where was …'s residence 5 years ago?
P12. Can … read, write with understanding a simple sentence in any language?
P13. What language … MAINLY speaks at home?
P14. Is … now attending formal educational institution?
P15b. What type of educational institution is … attending?
P16. What is the highest level of education has … completed?
P17a. Does … use the internet
P17b. How often does … use the internet?
P18. Has…ever been on active-duty military service in the Armed Forces of the USA?
P19. Did … work at any time LAST WEEK, either full-time or part-time (for cash pay, payment in-kind, or home production
activities)?
P20. During LAST WEEK, did … have a job at which … did not work?
P21. What kind of work does … usually do?
P22. How are the goods produced from home production activities used?
P23. How many hours did … work LAST WEEK?
P24. What industry does … work in?
P25. What is …'s occupation?
P26. For whom did … work?
P27. Did … actively look for work to earn money in the last 4 weeks?
P28. Why was … not looking for work?
P29. Could … have taken a job if one was oﬀered?
P30a. Did … receive remittance from outside FSM in the last 12 months?
P30aa. How much did … receive?
P30b. How is this money usually received?
P30c. From which country is MOST of this money coming from?
14. The Women Questions
F1. Has … ever given birth to a live child, even if the child later died?
F2a. How many children of each sex were born alive to …?
F2b. How many of these children, by sex, are (read out options and enter information in the categories below)?
F3. What is the date of birth of the last child born alive to …?
F4. What is the sex of the last child born alive to …?
F5. Is this child still alive?

Country money sent from (P30C)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_Person
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 3
Decimals: 0
Range: 551-598
Invalid: 999

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Literal question
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P10. Does … have diﬃculty in (read out the types of activities listed below and code as appropriate) because of a health
problem?
P11. Where was …'s residence 5 years ago?
P12. Can … read, write with understanding a simple sentence in any language?
P13. What language … MAINLY speaks at home?
P14. Is … now attending formal educational institution?
P15b. What type of educational institution is … attending?
P16. What is the highest level of education has … completed?
P17a. Does … use the internet
P17b. How often does … use the internet?
P18. Has…ever been on active-duty military service in the Armed Forces of the USA?
P19. Did … work at any time LAST WEEK, either full-time or part-time (for cash pay, payment in-kind, or home production
activities)?
P20. During LAST WEEK, did … have a job at which … did not work?
P21. What kind of work does … usually do?
P22. How are the goods produced from home production activities used?
P23. How many hours did … work LAST WEEK?
P24. What industry does … work in?
P25. What is …'s occupation?
P26. For whom did … work?
P27. Did … actively look for work to earn money in the last 4 weeks?
P28. Why was … not looking for work?
P29. Could … have taken a job if one was oﬀered?
P30a. Did … receive remittance from outside FSM in the last 12 months?
P30aa. How much did … receive?
P30b. How is this money usually received?
P30c. From which country is MOST of this money coming from?
14. The Women Questions
F1. Has … ever given birth to a live child, even if the child later died?
F2a. How many children of each sex were born alive to …?
F2b. How many of these children, by sex, are (read out options and enter information in the categories below)?
F3. What is the date of birth of the last child born alive to …?
F4. What is the sex of the last child born alive to …?
F5. Is this child still alive?

Has ever given birth to a live child (F1)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_Person
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 1
Decimals: 0
Range: 1-9

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Literal question
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P10. Does … have diﬃculty in (read out the types of activities listed below and code as appropriate) because of a health
problem?
P11. Where was …'s residence 5 years ago?
P12. Can … read, write with understanding a simple sentence in any language?
P13. What language … MAINLY speaks at home?
P14. Is … now attending formal educational institution?
P15b. What type of educational institution is … attending?
P16. What is the highest level of education has … completed?
P17a. Does … use the internet
P17b. How often does … use the internet?
P18. Has…ever been on active-duty military service in the Armed Forces of the USA?
P19. Did … work at any time LAST WEEK, either full-time or part-time (for cash pay, payment in-kind, or home production
activities)?
P20. During LAST WEEK, did … have a job at which … did not work?
P21. What kind of work does … usually do?
P22. How are the goods produced from home production activities used?
P23. How many hours did … work LAST WEEK?
P24. What industry does … work in?
P25. What is …'s occupation?
P26. For whom did … work?
P27. Did … actively look for work to earn money in the last 4 weeks?
P28. Why was … not looking for work?
P29. Could … have taken a job if one was oﬀered?
P30a. Did … receive remittance from outside FSM in the last 12 months?
P30aa. How much did … receive?
P30b. How is this money usually received?
P30c. From which country is MOST of this money coming from?
14. The Women Questions
F1. Has … ever given birth to a live child, even if the child later died?
F2a. How many children of each sex were born alive to …?
F2b. How many of these children, by sex, are (read out options and enter information in the categories below)?
F3. What is the date of birth of the last child born alive to …?
F4. What is the sex of the last child born alive to …?
F5. Is this child still alive?

Number of children ever born (F2A)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_Person
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 2
Decimals: 0
Range: 1-20
Invalid: 99

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Literal question
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P10. Does … have diﬃculty in (read out the types of activities listed below and code as appropriate) because of a health
problem?
P11. Where was …'s residence 5 years ago?
P12. Can … read, write with understanding a simple sentence in any language?
P13. What language … MAINLY speaks at home?
P14. Is … now attending formal educational institution?
P15b. What type of educational institution is … attending?
P16. What is the highest level of education has … completed?
P17a. Does … use the internet
P17b. How often does … use the internet?
P18. Has…ever been on active-duty military service in the Armed Forces of the USA?
P19. Did … work at any time LAST WEEK, either full-time or part-time (for cash pay, payment in-kind, or home production
activities)?
P20. During LAST WEEK, did … have a job at which … did not work?
P21. What kind of work does … usually do?
P22. How are the goods produced from home production activities used?
P23. How many hours did … work LAST WEEK?
P24. What industry does … work in?
P25. What is …'s occupation?
P26. For whom did … work?
P27. Did … actively look for work to earn money in the last 4 weeks?
P28. Why was … not looking for work?
P29. Could … have taken a job if one was oﬀered?
P30a. Did … receive remittance from outside FSM in the last 12 months?
P30aa. How much did … receive?
P30b. How is this money usually received?
P30c. From which country is MOST of this money coming from?
14. The Women Questions
F1. Has … ever given birth to a live child, even if the child later died?
F2a. How many children of each sex were born alive to …?
F2b. How many of these children, by sex, are (read out options and enter information in the categories below)?
F3. What is the date of birth of the last child born alive to …?
F4. What is the sex of the last child born alive to …?
F5. Is this child still alive?

Males home (F2AM)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_Person
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 2
Decimals: 0
Range: 0-14
Invalid: 99

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Literal question
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P10. Does … have diﬃculty in (read out the types of activities listed below and code as appropriate) because of a health
problem?
P11. Where was …'s residence 5 years ago?
P12. Can … read, write with understanding a simple sentence in any language?
P13. What language … MAINLY speaks at home?
P14. Is … now attending formal educational institution?
P15b. What type of educational institution is … attending?
P16. What is the highest level of education has … completed?
P17a. Does … use the internet
P17b. How often does … use the internet?
P18. Has…ever been on active-duty military service in the Armed Forces of the USA?
P19. Did … work at any time LAST WEEK, either full-time or part-time (for cash pay, payment in-kind, or home production
activities)?
P20. During LAST WEEK, did … have a job at which … did not work?
P21. What kind of work does … usually do?
P22. How are the goods produced from home production activities used?
P23. How many hours did … work LAST WEEK?
P24. What industry does … work in?
P25. What is …'s occupation?
P26. For whom did … work?
P27. Did … actively look for work to earn money in the last 4 weeks?
P28. Why was … not looking for work?
P29. Could … have taken a job if one was oﬀered?
P30a. Did … receive remittance from outside FSM in the last 12 months?
P30aa. How much did … receive?
P30b. How is this money usually received?
P30c. From which country is MOST of this money coming from?
14. The Women Questions
F1. Has … ever given birth to a live child, even if the child later died?
F2a. How many children of each sex were born alive to …?
F2b. How many of these children, by sex, are (read out options and enter information in the categories below)?
F3. What is the date of birth of the last child born alive to …?
F4. What is the sex of the last child born alive to …?
F5. Is this child still alive?

Females home (F2AF)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_Person
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 2
Decimals: 0
Range: 0-14
Invalid: 99

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Literal question
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P10. Does … have diﬃculty in (read out the types of activities listed below and code as appropriate) because of a health
problem?
P11. Where was …'s residence 5 years ago?
P12. Can … read, write with understanding a simple sentence in any language?
P13. What language … MAINLY speaks at home?
P14. Is … now attending formal educational institution?
P15b. What type of educational institution is … attending?
P16. What is the highest level of education has … completed?
P17a. Does … use the internet
P17b. How often does … use the internet?
P18. Has…ever been on active-duty military service in the Armed Forces of the USA?
P19. Did … work at any time LAST WEEK, either full-time or part-time (for cash pay, payment in-kind, or home production
activities)?
P20. During LAST WEEK, did … have a job at which … did not work?
P21. What kind of work does … usually do?
P22. How are the goods produced from home production activities used?
P23. How many hours did … work LAST WEEK?
P24. What industry does … work in?
P25. What is …'s occupation?
P26. For whom did … work?
P27. Did … actively look for work to earn money in the last 4 weeks?
P28. Why was … not looking for work?
P29. Could … have taken a job if one was oﬀered?
P30a. Did … receive remittance from outside FSM in the last 12 months?
P30aa. How much did … receive?
P30b. How is this money usually received?
P30c. From which country is MOST of this money coming from?
14. The Women Questions
F1. Has … ever given birth to a live child, even if the child later died?
F2a. How many children of each sex were born alive to …?
F2b. How many of these children, by sex, are (read out options and enter information in the categories below)?
F3. What is the date of birth of the last child born alive to …?
F4. What is the sex of the last child born alive to …?
F5. Is this child still alive?

Males elsewhere in FSM (F2BM)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_Person
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 2
Decimals: 0
Range: 0-14
Invalid: 99

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Literal question
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P10. Does … have diﬃculty in (read out the types of activities listed below and code as appropriate) because of a health
problem?
P11. Where was …'s residence 5 years ago?
P12. Can … read, write with understanding a simple sentence in any language?
P13. What language … MAINLY speaks at home?
P14. Is … now attending formal educational institution?
P15b. What type of educational institution is … attending?
P16. What is the highest level of education has … completed?
P17a. Does … use the internet
P17b. How often does … use the internet?
P18. Has…ever been on active-duty military service in the Armed Forces of the USA?
P19. Did … work at any time LAST WEEK, either full-time or part-time (for cash pay, payment in-kind, or home production
activities)?
P20. During LAST WEEK, did … have a job at which … did not work?
P21. What kind of work does … usually do?
P22. How are the goods produced from home production activities used?
P23. How many hours did … work LAST WEEK?
P24. What industry does … work in?
P25. What is …'s occupation?
P26. For whom did … work?
P27. Did … actively look for work to earn money in the last 4 weeks?
P28. Why was … not looking for work?
P29. Could … have taken a job if one was oﬀered?
P30a. Did … receive remittance from outside FSM in the last 12 months?
P30aa. How much did … receive?
P30b. How is this money usually received?
P30c. From which country is MOST of this money coming from?
14. The Women Questions
F1. Has … ever given birth to a live child, even if the child later died?
F2a. How many children of each sex were born alive to …?
F2b. How many of these children, by sex, are (read out options and enter information in the categories below)?
F3. What is the date of birth of the last child born alive to …?
F4. What is the sex of the last child born alive to …?
F5. Is this child still alive?

Females elsewhere in FSM (F2BF)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_Person
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 2
Decimals: 0
Range: 0-14
Invalid: 99

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Literal question
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P10. Does … have diﬃculty in (read out the types of activities listed below and code as appropriate) because of a health
problem?
P11. Where was …'s residence 5 years ago?
P12. Can … read, write with understanding a simple sentence in any language?
P13. What language … MAINLY speaks at home?
P14. Is … now attending formal educational institution?
P15b. What type of educational institution is … attending?
P16. What is the highest level of education has … completed?
P17a. Does … use the internet
P17b. How often does … use the internet?
P18. Has…ever been on active-duty military service in the Armed Forces of the USA?
P19. Did … work at any time LAST WEEK, either full-time or part-time (for cash pay, payment in-kind, or home production
activities)?
P20. During LAST WEEK, did … have a job at which … did not work?
P21. What kind of work does … usually do?
P22. How are the goods produced from home production activities used?
P23. How many hours did … work LAST WEEK?
P24. What industry does … work in?
P25. What is …'s occupation?
P26. For whom did … work?
P27. Did … actively look for work to earn money in the last 4 weeks?
P28. Why was … not looking for work?
P29. Could … have taken a job if one was oﬀered?
P30a. Did … receive remittance from outside FSM in the last 12 months?
P30aa. How much did … receive?
P30b. How is this money usually received?
P30c. From which country is MOST of this money coming from?
14. The Women Questions
F1. Has … ever given birth to a live child, even if the child later died?
F2a. How many children of each sex were born alive to …?
F2b. How many of these children, by sex, are (read out options and enter information in the categories below)?
F3. What is the date of birth of the last child born alive to …?
F4. What is the sex of the last child born alive to …?
F5. Is this child still alive?

Males overseas (F2CM)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_Person
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 2
Decimals: 0
Range: 0-14
Invalid: 99

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Literal question
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P10. Does … have diﬃculty in (read out the types of activities listed below and code as appropriate) because of a health
problem?
P11. Where was …'s residence 5 years ago?
P12. Can … read, write with understanding a simple sentence in any language?
P13. What language … MAINLY speaks at home?
P14. Is … now attending formal educational institution?
P15b. What type of educational institution is … attending?
P16. What is the highest level of education has … completed?
P17a. Does … use the internet
P17b. How often does … use the internet?
P18. Has…ever been on active-duty military service in the Armed Forces of the USA?
P19. Did … work at any time LAST WEEK, either full-time or part-time (for cash pay, payment in-kind, or home production
activities)?
P20. During LAST WEEK, did … have a job at which … did not work?
P21. What kind of work does … usually do?
P22. How are the goods produced from home production activities used?
P23. How many hours did … work LAST WEEK?
P24. What industry does … work in?
P25. What is …'s occupation?
P26. For whom did … work?
P27. Did … actively look for work to earn money in the last 4 weeks?
P28. Why was … not looking for work?
P29. Could … have taken a job if one was oﬀered?
P30a. Did … receive remittance from outside FSM in the last 12 months?
P30aa. How much did … receive?
P30b. How is this money usually received?
P30c. From which country is MOST of this money coming from?
14. The Women Questions
F1. Has … ever given birth to a live child, even if the child later died?
F2a. How many children of each sex were born alive to …?
F2b. How many of these children, by sex, are (read out options and enter information in the categories below)?
F3. What is the date of birth of the last child born alive to …?
F4. What is the sex of the last child born alive to …?
F5. Is this child still alive?

Females overseas (F2CF)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_Person
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 2
Decimals: 0
Range: 0-14
Invalid: 99

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Literal question
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P10. Does … have diﬃculty in (read out the types of activities listed below and code as appropriate) because of a health
problem?
P11. Where was …'s residence 5 years ago?
P12. Can … read, write with understanding a simple sentence in any language?
P13. What language … MAINLY speaks at home?
P14. Is … now attending formal educational institution?
P15b. What type of educational institution is … attending?
P16. What is the highest level of education has … completed?
P17a. Does … use the internet
P17b. How often does … use the internet?
P18. Has…ever been on active-duty military service in the Armed Forces of the USA?
P19. Did … work at any time LAST WEEK, either full-time or part-time (for cash pay, payment in-kind, or home production
activities)?
P20. During LAST WEEK, did … have a job at which … did not work?
P21. What kind of work does … usually do?
P22. How are the goods produced from home production activities used?
P23. How many hours did … work LAST WEEK?
P24. What industry does … work in?
P25. What is …'s occupation?
P26. For whom did … work?
P27. Did … actively look for work to earn money in the last 4 weeks?
P28. Why was … not looking for work?
P29. Could … have taken a job if one was oﬀered?
P30a. Did … receive remittance from outside FSM in the last 12 months?
P30aa. How much did … receive?
P30b. How is this money usually received?
P30c. From which country is MOST of this money coming from?
14. The Women Questions
F1. Has … ever given birth to a live child, even if the child later died?
F2a. How many children of each sex were born alive to …?
F2b. How many of these children, by sex, are (read out options and enter information in the categories below)?
F3. What is the date of birth of the last child born alive to …?
F4. What is the sex of the last child born alive to …?
F5. Is this child still alive?

Males died (F2DM)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_Person
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 2
Decimals: 0
Range: 0-14
Invalid: 99

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Literal question
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P10. Does … have diﬃculty in (read out the types of activities listed below and code as appropriate) because of a health
problem?
P11. Where was …'s residence 5 years ago?
P12. Can … read, write with understanding a simple sentence in any language?
P13. What language … MAINLY speaks at home?
P14. Is … now attending formal educational institution?
P15b. What type of educational institution is … attending?
P16. What is the highest level of education has … completed?
P17a. Does … use the internet
P17b. How often does … use the internet?
P18. Has…ever been on active-duty military service in the Armed Forces of the USA?
P19. Did … work at any time LAST WEEK, either full-time or part-time (for cash pay, payment in-kind, or home production
activities)?
P20. During LAST WEEK, did … have a job at which … did not work?
P21. What kind of work does … usually do?
P22. How are the goods produced from home production activities used?
P23. How many hours did … work LAST WEEK?
P24. What industry does … work in?
P25. What is …'s occupation?
P26. For whom did … work?
P27. Did … actively look for work to earn money in the last 4 weeks?
P28. Why was … not looking for work?
P29. Could … have taken a job if one was oﬀered?
P30a. Did … receive remittance from outside FSM in the last 12 months?
P30aa. How much did … receive?
P30b. How is this money usually received?
P30c. From which country is MOST of this money coming from?
14. The Women Questions
F1. Has … ever given birth to a live child, even if the child later died?
F2a. How many children of each sex were born alive to …?
F2b. How many of these children, by sex, are (read out options and enter information in the categories below)?
F3. What is the date of birth of the last child born alive to …?
F4. What is the sex of the last child born alive to …?
F5. Is this child still alive?

Females died (F2DF)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_Person
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 2
Decimals: 0
Range: 0-14
Invalid: 99

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Literal question
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P10. Does … have diﬃculty in (read out the types of activities listed below and code as appropriate) because of a health
problem?
P11. Where was …'s residence 5 years ago?
P12. Can … read, write with understanding a simple sentence in any language?
P13. What language … MAINLY speaks at home?
P14. Is … now attending formal educational institution?
P15b. What type of educational institution is … attending?
P16. What is the highest level of education has … completed?
P17a. Does … use the internet
P17b. How often does … use the internet?
P18. Has…ever been on active-duty military service in the Armed Forces of the USA?
P19. Did … work at any time LAST WEEK, either full-time or part-time (for cash pay, payment in-kind, or home production
activities)?
P20. During LAST WEEK, did … have a job at which … did not work?
P21. What kind of work does … usually do?
P22. How are the goods produced from home production activities used?
P23. How many hours did … work LAST WEEK?
P24. What industry does … work in?
P25. What is …'s occupation?
P26. For whom did … work?
P27. Did … actively look for work to earn money in the last 4 weeks?
P28. Why was … not looking for work?
P29. Could … have taken a job if one was oﬀered?
P30a. Did … receive remittance from outside FSM in the last 12 months?
P30aa. How much did … receive?
P30b. How is this money usually received?
P30c. From which country is MOST of this money coming from?
14. The Women Questions
F1. Has … ever given birth to a live child, even if the child later died?
F2a. How many children of each sex were born alive to …?
F2b. How many of these children, by sex, are (read out options and enter information in the categories below)?
F3. What is the date of birth of the last child born alive to …?
F4. What is the sex of the last child born alive to …?
F5. Is this child still alive?

Total males born (F2TM)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_Person
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 2
Decimals: 0
Range: 0-15
Invalid: 99

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Literal question
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P10. Does … have diﬃculty in (read out the types of activities listed below and code as appropriate) because of a health
problem?
P11. Where was …'s residence 5 years ago?
P12. Can … read, write with understanding a simple sentence in any language?
P13. What language … MAINLY speaks at home?
P14. Is … now attending formal educational institution?
P15b. What type of educational institution is … attending?
P16. What is the highest level of education has … completed?
P17a. Does … use the internet
P17b. How often does … use the internet?
P18. Has…ever been on active-duty military service in the Armed Forces of the USA?
P19. Did … work at any time LAST WEEK, either full-time or part-time (for cash pay, payment in-kind, or home production
activities)?
P20. During LAST WEEK, did … have a job at which … did not work?
P21. What kind of work does … usually do?
P22. How are the goods produced from home production activities used?
P23. How many hours did … work LAST WEEK?
P24. What industry does … work in?
P25. What is …'s occupation?
P26. For whom did … work?
P27. Did … actively look for work to earn money in the last 4 weeks?
P28. Why was … not looking for work?
P29. Could … have taken a job if one was oﬀered?
P30a. Did … receive remittance from outside FSM in the last 12 months?
P30aa. How much did … receive?
P30b. How is this money usually received?
P30c. From which country is MOST of this money coming from?
14. The Women Questions
F1. Has … ever given birth to a live child, even if the child later died?
F2a. How many children of each sex were born alive to …?
F2b. How many of these children, by sex, are (read out options and enter information in the categories below)?
F3. What is the date of birth of the last child born alive to …?
F4. What is the sex of the last child born alive to …?
F5. Is this child still alive?

Total females born (F2TF)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_Person
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 2
Decimals: 0
Range: 0-14
Invalid: 99

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Literal question
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P10. Does … have diﬃculty in (read out the types of activities listed below and code as appropriate) because of a health
problem?
P11. Where was …'s residence 5 years ago?
P12. Can … read, write with understanding a simple sentence in any language?
P13. What language … MAINLY speaks at home?
P14. Is … now attending formal educational institution?
P15b. What type of educational institution is … attending?
P16. What is the highest level of education has … completed?
P17a. Does … use the internet
P17b. How often does … use the internet?
P18. Has…ever been on active-duty military service in the Armed Forces of the USA?
P19. Did … work at any time LAST WEEK, either full-time or part-time (for cash pay, payment in-kind, or home production
activities)?
P20. During LAST WEEK, did … have a job at which … did not work?
P21. What kind of work does … usually do?
P22. How are the goods produced from home production activities used?
P23. How many hours did … work LAST WEEK?
P24. What industry does … work in?
P25. What is …'s occupation?
P26. For whom did … work?
P27. Did … actively look for work to earn money in the last 4 weeks?
P28. Why was … not looking for work?
P29. Could … have taken a job if one was oﬀered?
P30a. Did … receive remittance from outside FSM in the last 12 months?
P30aa. How much did … receive?
P30b. How is this money usually received?
P30c. From which country is MOST of this money coming from?
14. The Women Questions
F1. Has … ever given birth to a live child, even if the child later died?
F2a. How many children of each sex were born alive to …?
F2b. How many of these children, by sex, are (read out options and enter information in the categories below)?
F3. What is the date of birth of the last child born alive to …?
F4. What is the sex of the last child born alive to …?
F5. Is this child still alive?

LastChild DOB (F3)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_Person
Overview
Type: Continuous
Format: numeric
Width: 8
Decimals: 0
Range: 1011954-99992010

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Literal question
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P10. Does … have diﬃculty in (read out the types of activities listed below and code as appropriate) because of a health
problem?
P11. Where was …'s residence 5 years ago?
P12. Can … read, write with understanding a simple sentence in any language?
P13. What language … MAINLY speaks at home?
P14. Is … now attending formal educational institution?
P15b. What type of educational institution is … attending?
P16. What is the highest level of education has … completed?
P17a. Does … use the internet
P17b. How often does … use the internet?
P18. Has…ever been on active-duty military service in the Armed Forces of the USA?
P19. Did … work at any time LAST WEEK, either full-time or part-time (for cash pay, payment in-kind, or home production
activities)?
P20. During LAST WEEK, did … have a job at which … did not work?
P21. What kind of work does … usually do?
P22. How are the goods produced from home production activities used?
P23. How many hours did … work LAST WEEK?
P24. What industry does … work in?
P25. What is …'s occupation?
P26. For whom did … work?
P27. Did … actively look for work to earn money in the last 4 weeks?
P28. Why was … not looking for work?
P29. Could … have taken a job if one was oﬀered?
P30a. Did … receive remittance from outside FSM in the last 12 months?
P30aa. How much did … receive?
P30b. How is this money usually received?
P30c. From which country is MOST of this money coming from?
14. The Women Questions
F1. Has … ever given birth to a live child, even if the child later died?
F2a. How many children of each sex were born alive to …?
F2b. How many of these children, by sex, are (read out options and enter information in the categories below)?
F3. What is the date of birth of the last child born alive to …?
F4. What is the sex of the last child born alive to …?
F5. Is this child still alive?

LCDOBMM (F3MM)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_Person
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 2
Decimals: 0
Range: 1-12
Invalid: 99

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Literal question
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P10. Does … have diﬃculty in (read out the types of activities listed below and code as appropriate) because of a health
problem?
P11. Where was …'s residence 5 years ago?
P12. Can … read, write with understanding a simple sentence in any language?
P13. What language … MAINLY speaks at home?
P14. Is … now attending formal educational institution?
P15b. What type of educational institution is … attending?
P16. What is the highest level of education has … completed?
P17a. Does … use the internet
P17b. How often does … use the internet?
P18. Has…ever been on active-duty military service in the Armed Forces of the USA?
P19. Did … work at any time LAST WEEK, either full-time or part-time (for cash pay, payment in-kind, or home production
activities)?
P20. During LAST WEEK, did … have a job at which … did not work?
P21. What kind of work does … usually do?
P22. How are the goods produced from home production activities used?
P23. How many hours did … work LAST WEEK?
P24. What industry does … work in?
P25. What is …'s occupation?
P26. For whom did … work?
P27. Did … actively look for work to earn money in the last 4 weeks?
P28. Why was … not looking for work?
P29. Could … have taken a job if one was oﬀered?
P30a. Did … receive remittance from outside FSM in the last 12 months?
P30aa. How much did … receive?
P30b. How is this money usually received?
P30c. From which country is MOST of this money coming from?
14. The Women Questions
F1. Has … ever given birth to a live child, even if the child later died?
F2a. How many children of each sex were born alive to …?
F2b. How many of these children, by sex, are (read out options and enter information in the categories below)?
F3. What is the date of birth of the last child born alive to …?
F4. What is the sex of the last child born alive to …?
F5. Is this child still alive?

LCDOBDD (F3DD)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_Person
Overview
Type: Continuous
Format: numeric
Width: 2
Decimals: 0
Range: 1-31
Invalid: 99

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Literal question
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P10. Does … have diﬃculty in (read out the types of activities listed below and code as appropriate) because of a health
problem?
P11. Where was …'s residence 5 years ago?
P12. Can … read, write with understanding a simple sentence in any language?
P13. What language … MAINLY speaks at home?
P14. Is … now attending formal educational institution?
P15b. What type of educational institution is … attending?
P16. What is the highest level of education has … completed?
P17a. Does … use the internet
P17b. How often does … use the internet?
P18. Has…ever been on active-duty military service in the Armed Forces of the USA?
P19. Did … work at any time LAST WEEK, either full-time or part-time (for cash pay, payment in-kind, or home production
activities)?
P20. During LAST WEEK, did … have a job at which … did not work?
P21. What kind of work does … usually do?
P22. How are the goods produced from home production activities used?
P23. How many hours did … work LAST WEEK?
P24. What industry does … work in?
P25. What is …'s occupation?
P26. For whom did … work?
P27. Did … actively look for work to earn money in the last 4 weeks?
P28. Why was … not looking for work?
P29. Could … have taken a job if one was oﬀered?
P30a. Did … receive remittance from outside FSM in the last 12 months?
P30aa. How much did … receive?
P30b. How is this money usually received?
P30c. From which country is MOST of this money coming from?
14. The Women Questions
F1. Has … ever given birth to a live child, even if the child later died?
F2a. How many children of each sex were born alive to …?
F2b. How many of these children, by sex, are (read out options and enter information in the categories below)?
F3. What is the date of birth of the last child born alive to …?
F4. What is the sex of the last child born alive to …?
F5. Is this child still alive?

LCDOBYY (F3YY)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_Person
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 4
Decimals: 0
Range: 1940-2010
Invalid: 9999

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Literal question
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P10. Does … have diﬃculty in (read out the types of activities listed below and code as appropriate) because of a health
problem?
P11. Where was …'s residence 5 years ago?
P12. Can … read, write with understanding a simple sentence in any language?
P13. What language … MAINLY speaks at home?
P14. Is … now attending formal educational institution?
P15b. What type of educational institution is … attending?
P16. What is the highest level of education has … completed?
P17a. Does … use the internet
P17b. How often does … use the internet?
P18. Has…ever been on active-duty military service in the Armed Forces of the USA?
P19. Did … work at any time LAST WEEK, either full-time or part-time (for cash pay, payment in-kind, or home production
activities)?
P20. During LAST WEEK, did … have a job at which … did not work?
P21. What kind of work does … usually do?
P22. How are the goods produced from home production activities used?
P23. How many hours did … work LAST WEEK?
P24. What industry does … work in?
P25. What is …'s occupation?
P26. For whom did … work?
P27. Did … actively look for work to earn money in the last 4 weeks?
P28. Why was … not looking for work?
P29. Could … have taken a job if one was oﬀered?
P30a. Did … receive remittance from outside FSM in the last 12 months?
P30aa. How much did … receive?
P30b. How is this money usually received?
P30c. From which country is MOST of this money coming from?
14. The Women Questions
F1. Has … ever given birth to a live child, even if the child later died?
F2a. How many children of each sex were born alive to …?
F2b. How many of these children, by sex, are (read out options and enter information in the categories below)?
F3. What is the date of birth of the last child born alive to …?
F4. What is the sex of the last child born alive to …?
F5. Is this child still alive?

Sex of LCBA (F4)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_Person
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 1
Decimals: 0
Range: 1-2
Invalid: 9

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Literal question
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P10. Does … have diﬃculty in (read out the types of activities listed below and code as appropriate) because of a health
problem?
P11. Where was …'s residence 5 years ago?
P12. Can … read, write with understanding a simple sentence in any language?
P13. What language … MAINLY speaks at home?
P14. Is … now attending formal educational institution?
P15b. What type of educational institution is … attending?
P16. What is the highest level of education has … completed?
P17a. Does … use the internet
P17b. How often does … use the internet?
P18. Has…ever been on active-duty military service in the Armed Forces of the USA?
P19. Did … work at any time LAST WEEK, either full-time or part-time (for cash pay, payment in-kind, or home production
activities)?
P20. During LAST WEEK, did … have a job at which … did not work?
P21. What kind of work does … usually do?
P22. How are the goods produced from home production activities used?
P23. How many hours did … work LAST WEEK?
P24. What industry does … work in?
P25. What is …'s occupation?
P26. For whom did … work?
P27. Did … actively look for work to earn money in the last 4 weeks?
P28. Why was … not looking for work?
P29. Could … have taken a job if one was oﬀered?
P30a. Did … receive remittance from outside FSM in the last 12 months?
P30aa. How much did … receive?
P30b. How is this money usually received?
P30c. From which country is MOST of this money coming from?
14. The Women Questions
F1. Has … ever given birth to a live child, even if the child later died?
F2a. How many children of each sex were born alive to …?
F2b. How many of these children, by sex, are (read out options and enter information in the categories below)?
F3. What is the date of birth of the last child born alive to …?
F4. What is the sex of the last child born alive to …?
F5. Is this child still alive?

LC still alive (F5)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_Person
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 1
Decimals: 0
Range: 1-2
Invalid: 9

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Literal question
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P10. Does … have diﬃculty in (read out the types of activities listed below and code as appropriate) because of a health
problem?
P11. Where was …'s residence 5 years ago?
P12. Can … read, write with understanding a simple sentence in any language?
P13. What language … MAINLY speaks at home?
P14. Is … now attending formal educational institution?
P15b. What type of educational institution is … attending?
P16. What is the highest level of education has … completed?
P17a. Does … use the internet
P17b. How often does … use the internet?
P18. Has…ever been on active-duty military service in the Armed Forces of the USA?
P19. Did … work at any time LAST WEEK, either full-time or part-time (for cash pay, payment in-kind, or home production
activities)?
P20. During LAST WEEK, did … have a job at which … did not work?
P21. What kind of work does … usually do?
P22. How are the goods produced from home production activities used?
P23. How many hours did … work LAST WEEK?
P24. What industry does … work in?
P25. What is …'s occupation?
P26. For whom did … work?
P27. Did … actively look for work to earn money in the last 4 weeks?
P28. Why was … not looking for work?
P29. Could … have taken a job if one was oﬀered?
P30a. Did … receive remittance from outside FSM in the last 12 months?
P30aa. How much did … receive?
P30b. How is this money usually received?
P30c. From which country is MOST of this money coming from?
14. The Women Questions
F1. Has … ever given birth to a live child, even if the child later died?
F2a. How many children of each sex were born alive to …?
F2b. How many of these children, by sex, are (read out options and enter information in the categories below)?
F3. What is the date of birth of the last child born alive to …?
F4. What is the sex of the last child born alive to …?
F5. Is this child still alive?

First Name (FIRST_NAME)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_Person
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: character
Width: 15

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Last Name (LAST_NAME)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_Person
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: character
Width: 15

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Total Present (TOTPRES)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_Person
Overview
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Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 2
Decimals: 0
Range: 34-34

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Total Elsewhere (TOTELSE)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_Person
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 2
Decimals: 0
Range: 40-40

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Total Dead (TOTDEAD)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_Person
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 2
Decimals: 0
Range: 20-20

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

CS (CS)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_Person
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 2
Decimals: 0
Range: 0-14
Invalid: 99

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

MCS (MCS)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_Person
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 2
Decimals: 0
Range: 0-17
Invalid: 99

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

FCS (FCS)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_Person
Overview
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Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 2
Decimals: 0
Range: 0-14
Invalid: 99

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Parentsinhouse (PARENTSINHOUSE)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_Person
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 1
Decimals: 0
Range: 1-1

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

BM-EM (BM_EM)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_Person
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 1
Decimals: 0
Range: 0-9

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

PM-EM (PM_EM)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_Person
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 1
Decimals: 0
Range: 0-2

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

BM-PM (BM_PM)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_Person
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 1
Decimals: 0
Range: 1-3

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

BM-PM-EM (BM_PM_EM)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_Person
Overview
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Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 1
Decimals: 0
Range: 1-3

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

US Labor (US_LABOR)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_Person
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 2
Decimals: 0
Range: 1-10

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

US Labor - Own children (US_LABOR_OWN_CHILDREN)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_Person
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 1
Decimals: 0
Range: 1-9

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

US Labor - Hours worked (US_LABOR_HR_WORKED)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_Person
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 1
Decimals: 0
Range: 1-8

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

UN Labour Detailed (UN_LABOUR_DETAILED)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_Person
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 1
Decimals: 0
Range: 1-9

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

UN Labour (UN_LABOUR)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_Person
Overview
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Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 1
Decimals: 0
Range: 1-3

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Major Occupation (MAJOR_OCC)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_Person
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 2
Decimals: 0
Range: 1-10

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Major Industry (MAJOR_IND)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_Person
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 2
Decimals: 0
Range: 1-17

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Ability to talk in vernacular languages (VERNACULAR)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_Person
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 1
Decimals: 0
Range: 1-2

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Literacy (LITERACY)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_Person
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 1
Decimals: 0
Range: 1-2

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Literacy - Only 1 language (LITERACY1)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_Person
Overview
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Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 2
Decimals: 0
Range: 1-15

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Literacy - English and 1 other language (LITERACY2)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_Person
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 2
Decimals: 0
Range: 2-15

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Literacy - English and 2 other languages (LITERACY3)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_Person
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 2
Decimals: 0
Range: 1-11

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Literacy - 2 other languages but not English (LITERACY4)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_Person
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 2
Decimals: 0
Range: 1-11

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Diﬀerent residence 5 years ago (DIFF_RES)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_Person
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 1
Decimals: 0
Range: 1-2

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Male children living at home (CLH_M)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_Person
Overview
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Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 2
Decimals: 0
Range: 0-10

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Male children living elsewhere in FSM (CLE_M)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_Person
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 1
Decimals: 0
Range: 0-9

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Male children living away (CLA_M)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_Person
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 1
Decimals: 0
Range: 0-9

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Male children died (CD_M)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_Person
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 1
Decimals: 0
Range: 0-9

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Male children still alive (CSA_M)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_Person
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 2
Decimals: 0
Range: 0-13

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Female children living at home (CLH_F)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_Person
Overview
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Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 1
Decimals: 0
Range: 0-9

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Female children living elsewhere in FSM (CLE_F)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_Person
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 1
Decimals: 0
Range: 0-9

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Female children living away (CLA_F)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_Person
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 1
Decimals: 0
Range: 0-9

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Female children died (CD_F)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_Person
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 1
Decimals: 0
Range: 0-7
Invalid: 99

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Female children still alive (CSA_F)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_Person
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 2
Decimals: 0
Range: 0-11

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Total children living at home (CLH_T)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_Person
Overview
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Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 2
Decimals: 0
Range: 0-15

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Total children living elsewhere in FSM (CLE_T)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_Person
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 2
Decimals: 0
Range: 0-14

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Total children living away (CLA_T)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_Person
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 2
Decimals: 0
Range: 0-12

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Total children died (CD_T)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_Person
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 2
Decimals: 0
Range: 0-10

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Total children still alive (CSA_T)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_Person
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 2
Decimals: 0
Range: 0-17

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Sex of the last child (LCSEX)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_Person
Overview
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Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 1
Decimals: 0
Range: 1-2

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Child born in the Last 12 months (LC12MONTH)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_Person
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 1
Decimals: 0
Range: 1-2

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Last born child ﬁve years and younger still alive (MORT5)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_Person
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 1
Decimals: 0
Range: 1-2

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Last born child one year and younger still alive (MORT_INFANT)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_Person
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 1
Decimals: 0
Range: 1-2

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Last born child 28 days or younger still alive (MORT_NEO)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_Person
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 1
Decimals: 0
Range: 1-2

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Household type and relationship (HHTYPE_RELATE)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_Person
Overview
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Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 2
Decimals: 0
Range: 1-13

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Persons under 18 years (PERSONS_UNDER_18_YEARS)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_Person
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 1
Decimals: 0
Range: 1-7

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Persons 65 years and older (PERSONS_65_PLUS)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_Person
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 1
Decimals: 0
Range: 1-9

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Families: Own children (FAMILIES_OWN_CHILDREN)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_Person
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 1
Decimals: 0
Range: 1-2

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Married couples: Own children (MARRIED_OWN_CHILDREN)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_Person
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 1
Decimals: 0
Range: 1-2

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Female hhdler: Own children (FEMALEHH_OWN_CHILDREN)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_Person
Overview
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Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 1
Decimals: 0
Range: 1-2

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Children ever born (CHILDREN_EVER_BORN)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_Person
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 2
Decimals: 0
Range: 1-20

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Children still alive (CHILDREN_STILL_ALIVE)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_Person
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 2
Decimals: 0
Range: 0-17

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Children born last year (CHILDREN_BORN_LAST_YEAR)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_Person
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 1
Decimals: 0
Range: 1-1

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Citizenship (CITIZENSHIP)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_Person
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 3
Decimals: 0
Range: 101-999

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Single Ethnicity (SINGLE_ETHNICITY)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_Person
Overview
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Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 2
Decimals: 0
Range: 1-24

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Multiple Ethnicity (MULTIPLE_ETHNICITY)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_Person
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 2
Decimals: 0
Range: 1-24

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Language mainly spoken at home (LANGUAGE_AT_HOME)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_Person
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 2
Decimals: 0
Range: 1-15

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

School enrollment and type of school (SCHOOL_ENROLLMENT)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_Person
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 2
Decimals: 0
Range: 1-10

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Educational Attainment (EDUCATIONAL_ATTAINMENT)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_Person
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 2
Decimals: 0
Range: 1-16

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Internet use (INTERNET_USE)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_Person
Overview
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Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 1
Decimals: 0
Range: 1-6

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Number of mild disabilities (MILD_DIFFICULTIES)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_Person
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 1
Decimals: 0
Range: 0-3

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Number of severe disabilities (SEVERE_DISABILITIES)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_Person
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 1
Decimals: 0
Range: 0-3

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0
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EDID (EDID)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_House
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 6
Decimals: 0
Range: 101001-404030

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

MSpot (MAPSPOT)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_House
Overview
Type: Continuous
Format: numeric
Width: 3
Decimals: 0
Range: 1-704

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

HH No (HOUSEHOLD_NO)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_House
Overview
Type: Continuous
Format: numeric
Width: 3
Decimals: 0
Range: 1-706

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

H1-Living Quarter Type (H1)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_House
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 1
Decimals: 0
Range: 1-6
Invalid: 9

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

H2-Walls (H2)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_House
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 1
Decimals: 0
Range: 1-6
Invalid: 9

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0
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H3-Roof (H3)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_House
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 1
Decimals: 0
Range: 1-5
Invalid: 9

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

H4-Floor (H4)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_House
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 1
Decimals: 0
Range: 1-4
Invalid: 9

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

H5-Rooms (H5)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_House
Overview
Type: Continuous
Format: numeric
Width: 2
Decimals: 0
Range: 1-15
Invalid: 99

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

H6-Year house built (H6)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_House
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 4
Decimals: 0
Range: 0-2010
Invalid: 9999

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

H7-Drinking water source (H7)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_House
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 1
Decimals: 0
Range: 1-9
Invalid: 99

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0
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H8-Washing water source (H8)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_House
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 1
Decimals: 0
Range: 1-9
Invalid: 99

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

H9-Bathtub or shower connected to piped water (H9)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_House
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 1
Decimals: 0
Range: 1-2
Invalid: 9

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

H10. Main Toilet facility (H10)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_House
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 1
Decimals: 0
Range: 1-7
Invalid: 9

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

H11. Sewage Disposal (H11)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_House
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 1
Decimals: 0
Range: 1-4
Invalid: 9

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

H12. Source of lighting (H12)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_House
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 1
Decimals: 0
Range: 1-7
Invalid: 9

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0
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H13. Cooking facility (H13)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_House
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 1
Decimals: 0
Range: 1-8
Invalid: 9

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

H14.1 Radio, number of (H1401)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_House
Overview
Type: Continuous
Format: numeric
Width: 1
Decimals: 0
Range: 0-5
Invalid: 99

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

H14.2 Car, number of (H1402)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_House
Overview
Type: Continuous
Format: numeric
Width: 1
Decimals: 0
Range: 0-5
Invalid: 99

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

H14.3 Bus/truck, number of (H1403)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_House
Overview
Type: Continuous
Format: numeric
Width: 1
Decimals: 0
Range: 0-3
Invalid: 99

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

H14.4 Motorbike, number of (H1404)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_House
Overview
Type: Continuous
Format: numeric
Width: 1
Decimals: 0
Range: 0-2
Invalid: 99

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0
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H14.5 Boat w/engine, number of (H1405)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_House
Overview
Type: Continuous
Format: numeric
Width: 1
Decimals: 0
Range: 0-3
Invalid: 99

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

H14.6 Canoe/boat-no engine, number of (H1406)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_House
Overview
Type: Continuous
Format: numeric
Width: 1
Decimals: 0
Range: 0-5
Invalid: 99

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

H14.7 Air-conditioner, number of (H1407)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_House
Overview
Type: Continuous
Format: numeric
Width: 1
Decimals: 0
Range: 0-5
Invalid: 99

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

H14.8 Generator, number of (H1408)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_House
Overview
Type: Continuous
Format: numeric
Width: 1
Decimals: 0
Range: 0-2
Invalid: 99

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

H14.9 Fridge/freezer, number of (H1409)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_House
Overview
Type: Continuous
Format: numeric
Width: 1
Decimals: 0
Range: 0-5
Invalid: 99

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0
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H14.10 Sink, number (H1410)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_House
Overview
Type: Continuous
Format: numeric
Width: 1
Decimals: 0
Range: 0-5
Invalid: 99

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

H14.11 VCR/DVD player, number of (H1411)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_House
Overview
Type: Continuous
Format: numeric
Width: 1
Decimals: 0
Range: 0-5
Invalid: 99

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

H14.12 TV (no cable), number of (H1412)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_House
Overview
Type: Continuous
Format: numeric
Width: 1
Decimals: 0
Range: 0-5
Invalid: 99

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

H14.13 TV (w/cable), number of (H1413)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_House
Overview
Type: Continuous
Format: numeric
Width: 1
Decimals: 0
Range: 0-3
Invalid: 99

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

H14.14 Telephone, number of (H1414)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_House
Overview
Type: Continuous
Format: numeric
Width: 1
Decimals: 0
Range: 0-2
Invalid: 99

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0
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H14.15 Cell phone, number of (H1415)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_House
Overview
Type: Continuous
Format: numeric
Width: 1
Decimals: 0
Range: 0-5
Invalid: 99

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

H14.16 Computer, number of (H1416)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_House
Overview
Type: Continuous
Format: numeric
Width: 1
Decimals: 0
Range: 0-3
Invalid: 99

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

H14.17 Internet connection, number of (H1417)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_House
Overview
Type: Continuous
Format: numeric
Width: 1
Decimals: 0
Range: 0-2
Invalid: 99

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

H15. Housing Tenure (H15)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_House
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 1
Decimals: 0
Range: 1-5
Invalid: 9

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

H16. Land tenure (H16)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_House
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 1
Decimals: 0
Range: 1-5
Invalid: 9

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0
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H17A.1 Sakau - if grown by Hh (H17A1)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_House
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 1
Decimals: 0
Range: 1-2
Invalid: 9

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

H17A.2 Coconut - if grown by Hh (H17A2)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_House
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 1
Decimals: 0
Range: 1-2
Invalid: 9

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

H17A.3 Banana - if grown by Hh (H17A3)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_House
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 1
Decimals: 0
Range: 1-2
Invalid: 9

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

H17A.4 Citrus - if grown by Hh (H17A4)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_House
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 1
Decimals: 0
Range: 1-2
Invalid: 9

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

H17A.5 Breadfruit - if grown by Hh (H17A5)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_House
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 1
Decimals: 0
Range: 1-2
Invalid: 9

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0
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H17A.6 Taro - if grown by Hh (H17A6)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_House
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 1
Decimals: 0
Range: 1-2
Invalid: 9

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

H17A.7 Yam - if grown by Hh (H17A7)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_House
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 1
Decimals: 0
Range: 1-2
Invalid: 9

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

H17A.8 Bettlenut - if grown by Hh (H17A8)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_House
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 1
Decimals: 0
Range: 1-2
Invalid: 9

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

H17A.9 Vegetable - if grown by Hh (H17A9)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_House
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 1
Decimals: 0
Range: 1-2
Invalid: 9

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

H17B.1Sakau2 - how used by Hh (H17B1)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_House
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 1
Decimals: 0
Range: 1-3
Invalid: 9

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0
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H17B.2 Coconut2 - how used by Hh (H17B2)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_House
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 1
Decimals: 0
Range: 1-3
Invalid: 9

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

H17B.3 Banana2 - how used by Hh (H17B3)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_House
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 1
Decimals: 0
Range: 1-3
Invalid: 9

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

H17B.4 Citrus2 - how used by Hh (H17B4)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_House
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 1
Decimals: 0
Range: 1-3
Invalid: 9

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

H17B.5 Breadfruit2 - how used by Hh (H17B5)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_House
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 1
Decimals: 0
Range: 1-3
Invalid: 9

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

H17B.6 Taro2 - how used by Hh (H17B6)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_House
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 1
Decimals: 0
Range: 1-3
Invalid: 9

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0
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H17B.7 Yam2 - how used by Hh (H17B7)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_House
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 1
Decimals: 0
Range: 1-3
Invalid: 9

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

H17B.8 Bettlenut2 - how used by Hh (H17B8)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_House
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 1
Decimals: 0
Range: 1-3
Invalid: 9

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

H17B.9 Vegetable2 - how used by Hh (H17B9)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_House
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 1
Decimals: 0
Range: 1-3
Invalid: 9

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

H18A.1 Pigs - if Hh have (H18A1)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_House
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 1
Decimals: 0
Range: 1-2
Invalid: 9

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

H18A.2 Chicken - if Hh have (H18A2)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_House
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 1
Decimals: 0
Range: 1-2
Invalid: 9

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0
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H18A.3 Goats - if Hh have (H18A3)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_House
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 1
Decimals: 0
Range: 1-2
Invalid: 9

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

H18A.4 Dogs - if Hh have (H18A4)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_House
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 1
Decimals: 0
Range: 1-2
Invalid: 9

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

H18B.1 Pigs2 - if Hh have (H18B1)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_House
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 1
Decimals: 0
Range: 1-3
Invalid: 9

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

H18B.2 Chicken2 - if Hh have (H18B2)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_House
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 1
Decimals: 0
Range: 1-3
Invalid: 9

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

H18B.3 Goat2 (H18B3)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_House
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 1
Decimals: 0
Range: 1-4
Invalid: 9

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0
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H18B.4 Dogs2 (H18B4)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_House
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 1
Decimals: 0
Range: 1-4
Invalid: 9

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

H19A.1 Tuna (H19A1)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_House
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 1
Decimals: 0
Range: 1-2
Invalid: 9

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

H19A.2 Reef ﬁsh (H19A2)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_House
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 1
Decimals: 0
Range: 1-2
Invalid: 9

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

H19A.3 Sea cucumber (H19A3)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_House
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 1
Decimals: 0
Range: 1-2
Invalid: 9

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

H19A.4 Trochus (H19A4)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_House
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 1
Decimals: 0
Range: 1-2
Invalid: 9

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0
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H19A.5 Lobster (H19A5)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_House
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 1
Decimals: 0
Range: 1-2
Invalid: 9

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

H19A.6 Crab (H19A6)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_House
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 1
Decimals: 0
Range: 1-2
Invalid: 9

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

H19A.7 Clam (H19A7)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_House
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 1
Decimals: 0
Range: 1-2
Invalid: 9

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

H19B.1 Tuna2 (H19B1)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_House
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 1
Decimals: 0
Range: 1-3
Invalid: 9

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

H19B.2 Reef ﬁsh2 (H19B2)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_House
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 1
Decimals: 0
Range: 1-3
Invalid: 9

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0
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H19B.3 Sea cucumber2 (H19B3)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_House
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 1
Decimals: 0
Range: 1-3
Invalid: 9

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

H19B.4 Trochus2 (H19B4)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_House
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 1
Decimals: 0
Range: 1-3
Invalid: 9

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

H19B.5 Lobster2 (H19B5)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_House
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 1
Decimals: 0
Range: 1-3
Invalid: 9

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

H19B.6 Crab2 (H19B6)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_House
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 1
Decimals: 0
Range: 1-3
Invalid: 9

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

H19B.7 Clam2 (H19B7)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_House
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 1
Decimals: 0
Range: 1-3
Invalid: 9

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0
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H20A. People in hhld using Tobacco (H20A)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_House
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 1
Decimals: 0
Range: 1-2
Invalid: 9

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

H20B1. Smoke Only (H20B1)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_House
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 2
Decimals: 0
Range: 0-15
Invalid: 99

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

H20B2. Chew Only (H20B2)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_House
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 2
Decimals: 0
Range: 0-16
Invalid: 99

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

H20B3. Both (H20B3)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_House
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 2
Decimals: 0
Range: 0-10
Invalid: 99

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

H21A. DeathLast12mo (H21A)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_House
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 1
Decimals: 0
Range: 1-2
Invalid: 9

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0
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H21B1. DeathSex (H21B1SEX1)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_House
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 1
Decimals: 0
Range: 0-2
Invalid: 9

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

H21B2. DeathAge (H21B2AGE1)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_House
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 2
Decimals: 0
Range: 0-98
Invalid: 99

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

H21B3. DeathMM (H21B3MM1)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_House
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 2
Decimals: 0
Range: 0-12
Invalid: 99

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

H21B4. DeathDD (H21B4DD1)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_House
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 2
Decimals: 0
Range: 0-31
Invalid: 99

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

H21B5. DeathYY (H21B5DYY1)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_House
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 4
Decimals: 0
Range: 0-2010
Invalid: 9999

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0
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H21B1. DeathSex (H21B1SEX2)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_House
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 1
Decimals: 0
Range: 0-2
Invalid: 9

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

H21B2. DeathAge (H21B2AGE2)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_House
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 2
Decimals: 0
Range: 0-76
Invalid: 99

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

H21B3. DeathMM (H21B3MM2)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_House
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 2
Decimals: 0
Range: 0-12
Invalid: 99

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

H21B4. DeathDD (H21B4DD2)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_House
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 2
Decimals: 0
Range: 0-30
Invalid: 99

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

H21B5. DeathYY (H21B5DYY2)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_House
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 4
Decimals: 0
Range: 0-2010
Invalid: 9999

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0
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H21B1. DeathSex (H21B1SEX3)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_House
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 1
Decimals: 0
Range: 0-2
Invalid: 9

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

H21B2. DeathAge (H21B2AGE3)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_House
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 2
Decimals: 0
Range: 0-50
Invalid: 99

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

H21B3. DeathMM (H21B3MM3)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_House
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 2
Decimals: 0
Range: 0-12
Invalid: 99

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

H21B4. DeathDD (H21B4DD3)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_House
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 2
Decimals: 0
Range: 0-20
Invalid: 99

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

H21B5. DeathYY (H21B5DYY3)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_House
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 4
Decimals: 0
Range: 0-2010
Invalid: 9999

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0
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H22A. Immediate family abroad (H22A)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_House
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 1
Decimals: 0
Range: 1-2
Invalid: 9

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

H22B1. Immediate family in US Mainland (H22B1)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_House
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 2
Decimals: 0
Range: 0-20
Invalid: 99

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

H22B2. Immediate family in Hawaii (H22B2)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_House
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 2
Decimals: 0
Range: 0-20
Invalid: 99

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

H22B3. Immediate family in Guam (H22B3)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_House
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 2
Decimals: 0
Range: 0-18
Invalid: 99

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

H22B4. Immediate family in CNMI (H22B4)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_House
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 1
Decimals: 0
Range: 0-7
Invalid: 99

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0
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H22B5. Immediate family in Palau (H22B5)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_House
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 1
Decimals: 0
Range: 0-6
Invalid: 99

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

H22B6. Immediate family in Marshall Is (H22B6)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_House
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 1
Decimals: 0
Range: 0-6
Invalid: 99

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

H22B7. Immediate family in Other Paciﬁc Is (H22B7)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_House
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 1
Decimals: 0
Range: 0-8
Invalid: 99

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

H22B8. Immediate family in Asian countries (H22B8)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_House
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 2
Decimals: 0
Range: 0-15
Invalid: 99

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

H22B9. Immediate family in Other Country (H22B9)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_House
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 2
Decimals: 0
Range: 0-10
Invalid: 99

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0
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H22C. Other Relatives Abroad (H22C)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_House
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 1
Decimals: 0
Range: 1-2
Invalid: 9

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Family type (FAMILY_TYPE)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_House
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 1
Decimals: 0
Range: 1-8

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Household type (HOUSEHOLD_TYPE)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_House
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 1
Decimals: 0

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Own children under 18 (OWN_CHILDREN_UNDER_18)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_House
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 2
Decimals: 0
Range: 0-10

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Own children under 6 (OWN_CHILDREN_UNDER_6)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_House
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 1
Decimals: 0
Range: 0-7

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0
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Access to safe drinking water (SAFE_WATER)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_House
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 1
Decimals: 0
Range: 1-1

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Employed workers in families (EMP_FAMILIES)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_House
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 2
Decimals: 0
Range: 0-44

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Unemployed workers in families (UNEMP_FAMILIES)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_House
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 2
Decimals: 0
Range: 0-13

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Families with persons not in the labor force (NILF_FAMILIES)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_House
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 2
Decimals: 0
Range: 0-23

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Household with remittances (HOUSEHOLD_REMIT)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_House
Overview
Type: Continuous
Format: numeric
Width: 5
Decimals: 0
Range: 0-75000

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0
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Families with remittances (FAMILIES_REMIT)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_House
Overview
Type: Continuous
Format: numeric
Width: 5
Decimals: 0
Range: 0-60000

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0
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EDID (EDID)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_Nonresponse
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 6
Decimals: 0
Range: 101001-404030

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Map Spot (MAPSPOT)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_Nonresponse
Overview
Type: Continuous
Format: numeric
Width: 3
Decimals: 0
Range: 1-887

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Household No (HOUSEHOLD_NO)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_Nonresponse
Overview
Type: Continuous
Format: numeric
Width: 3
Decimals: 0
Range: 1-871

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

2. Non Response Type (NR2)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_Nonresponse
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 1
Decimals: 0
Range: 1-2

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

3. Form Type (NR3)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_Nonresponse
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 1
Decimals: 0
Range: 1-2

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0
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4b. For Vacant Houses (NR4B_V)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_Nonresponse
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 1
Decimals: 0
Range: 1-4

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

4b. For Refusals (NR4B_R)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_Nonresponse
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 1
Decimals: 0
Range: 1-4

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0
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Geographic Identiﬁcation (EDID)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_Cover
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 6
Decimals: 0
Range: 101001-404030

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Description
This is the unique geographic identiﬁcation (GeoID)for the location of each record. It is a combination of the State (1 digit),
Municipality (2 digits), and Enumeration District codes (3 digits).

Map Spot (MAPSPOT)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_Cover
Overview
Type: Continuous
Format: numeric
Width: 3
Decimals: 0
Range: 1-887

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Description
This is the mapspot number for the household - unique geographic identiﬁcation for the location of each record. It is a
combination of the State (1 digit), Municipality (2 digits), and Enumeration District codes (3 digits).

Household No (HOUSEHOLD_NO)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_Cover
Overview
Type: Continuous
Format: numeric
Width: 3
Decimals: 0
Range: 1-871

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Sticker No (STICKER_NO)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_Cover
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 6
Decimals: 0
Range: 0-404009

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Village (VILLAGE)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_Cover
Overview
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Type: Continuous
Format: numeric
Width: 2
Decimals: 0
Range: 1-45

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Males (MALES)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_Cover
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 2
Decimals: 0
Range: 0-78

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Females (FEMALES)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_Cover
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 2
Decimals: 0
Range: 0-68

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Total Population (TOTAL_POP)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_Cover
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 2
Decimals: 0
Range: 0-78

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Type of Special Place (SPECIAL_PLACE)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_Cover
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 2
Decimals: 0
Range: 81-88

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Village Detail (VILLAGE_DETAIL)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_Cover
Overview
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Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 5
Decimals: 0
Range: 10101-40404

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Response Type (RESPONSE_TYPE)
File: FSM_2010_PHC_Cover
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 1
Decimals: 0
Range: 1-3

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0
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